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The general problem of commensurabi l i ty  and incommensurabi l i ty  has been  
a central  theme in the his tory of mathematics .  In  the fourteenth century,  NICOLE 
ORESME was completely capt ivated  b y  this subject and made it the focal point 
of the str ict ly mathemat ica l  chapters dealing with proport ional i ty  in his De pro- 
portionibus proportionum. 1 His overall t rea tment  m a y  have been unique and 
appears to have influenced some later authors.  ~ But  it appears tha t  he was 
even  more taken wi th  the 'application of the concept of commensura~bility and 
incommensurabi l i ty  to bodies, or mobiles, in mot ion on circumferences of circles 
and part icular ly with the best  concrete exemplification of such motion,  namely  
the movements  of celestial bodies. ORESME'S most  extensive and concentrated 
exposition of this is found in an unpublished work whose very  title reveals this 
major  in te res t - -De  commensurabilitate vel incommensurabilitate" motuum celt 3 
<On the Commensurability or Incommensurability o/ the Motions o/the Heavens). 
Th e purpose of this article is to elucidate the most  impor tan t  par ts  of this treatise. 

Following upon a general introduction,  the De commensurabilitate is divided 
into three separate parts.. Pa r t  I contains twenty-f ive propositions, or conclusions, 
all of which assume tha t  the bodies, or mobiles, in circular mot ion have velocities 
which are m u t u a l l y  commensurable.  In  Par t  I I  all the velocities in the twelve' 
propositions, with a minor exception, are mutua l ly  incommensurable.  There are 
no further  propositions in P a r t  I I I  and instead we find a series o f  arguments  on 

1 Possibl3z written ca. t360. For a summary account see EDWARD GRANT, Nicole 
Oresme and his De. proportionibus proportionum. Isis 51, 293--3t4 (1960). 

2 Two authors influenced by ORES~aE'S treatment of the incommensurability of 
proportions were ALVARUS THOMAS i n h i s  Liber de triplici motu (Paris, 1509) and 
GEORG~ LOKERT in his Tractatus proportionum published in Questiones et decisiones 
physicales, insignium virorum (Paris, t 5 t 8). 

Though the manuscripts give variant tit!es, this would seem correct since OR~SME 
cites it exactly this way ill his French translation of, and commentary on, ARISTO- 
TELE'S De Caelo. See A.D. MENUT&A. J. DENOMY, Maistre Nicole Oresme: Le Livre 
du Ciel et du Monde, Text and Commentary, in Mediaeval Studies 3, 253, 255 (t 94t). 

A briefer treatment of the commensurability and incommensurability of the celestial 
motions is found in what purports to be chapters five and six of ORES~IE'S De pro- 
portionibus proportionum but may be a s~parate treatise of which quite a few manu- 
scripts have already been identified. I have referred t o  it by  its incipit as A d pauca 
respicientes. The connections between the two treatises have yet  to be determined 
and must await a careful comparison oi their respective propositions. For a modicum 
of further information see GRANT, 0p. tit., p. 296--297, n. t 7. Some other of ORESME~S 
treatises which altude to this subject are mentioned on pp. 31 t -  312, n. 64. 
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behalf of bo th  Commensurabi l i ty  and Incommensurabi l i ty  to determine the one 
more appropriate  for celestial mot iom 

In  this article, except for a few concepts and definitions cited from the intro- 
duction, only Par ts  I and I I  xvill be summarized and discussed. The general proce- 
dure, following the in t roduc tory  material,  will be to provide an explicative sum- 
m a r y  of the successive propositions in each part.  Immedia te ly  preceding the 
discussion of each proposit ion there will be found the appropriate  Latin text  4 
and translation of  the enunciation. Exhaust ive  citation of support ing Lat in  
passages, however, is not  a t tempted,  since this would be t an tamoun t  to reproducing 
the entire Lat in  text.  Only the most  significant and interesting ideas and concepts 
will be quoted. 

Introduct ion  
Of the greatest  importance is ORESME'S declaration of intent. He explains 

tha t  he will consider only exact--not  approx ima te - -punc tua l  aspects of mobiles 
moving in circular motion. ORESME is perfectly aware tha t  astronomers are not 
concerned with such unat ta inable  exacti tude and are content  to ~void sensible 
and detectable error, a l though he notes tha t  minute undetectable error when 
mul t ip l ied th rough  some period of time will produce sensible error. 5 

The terms commensurabi l i ty  and incommensurabi l i ty  as applied to circular 
mot ion pertain either to parts  of circles traversed (angles) or to the number  of 
t imes whole circles are traversed. Commensurabil i ty obtains when, in equal times, 
mobiles describe mutual ly  commensurable angles around the centers of their 
circles; or, when in commensurable times each mobile completes an integral 
:number of circulations (see below for definition of the term circulatio). Incom- 
mensurabi l i ty  will be had when in equal times incommensurable angles are de- 
scribed with respect to the centers of the circles 6; or, if the times are incommen- 
Surable, then the circulations must  be incommensurable.  7 

* The Latin text has been edited from the following manuscripts of the De com- 
mensurabilftate: Vat. lat. 4082, ff. 97v--108v;  Cambridge, Peterhouse 277, Biblio- 
theca Pepysiana 2329, ff. t l l v - - 1 2 8 r ;  Biblioth~que Nationale, Arsenal 522, ff. 
l l0 r - -121r .  Three other manuscripts listed by MENuT&DENOMY, op. cir., 5, 246 
!1943) are: Biblioth~que Nationale MS. lat. 7281, If. 259--273;'Florence, Laurentian 
Library, Ashburnham 210, ff. t59--171v;  Utrecht (Rijksuniversiteit) MS. 725, If. 
172--193. I t  should be noted that  Pepys 2329 lacks almost the whole of the intro- 
duction and in the explicit (fol. 128r) erroneously attributes the work to JORDANUS 
DB NEMORE. Although this is a composite text, I shall always cite the corresponding 
passage in Vat. ]at. 4082 so the reader may have a specific folio and column reference. 

5 ,, Intentio in hoc libello est loqui de preeisis et punctualibus aspectibus mobilium 
circulariter, et non de aspectibus prope punctum de quibus communiter intendunt 
astronoml qui non curan t  nisi quod non sit sensibilis defectus, quamvis modicus 
error imperceptibilis multiplicatus per tempus notabilem effectum efficat" (Vat. 
lat. 4082, 98r, c. 1). Pepys 2329 lacks this part of the introduction. 

This applies to separate non-concentric circles, concentric circles, and eccentric 
circles. 

"Commensurabilitatem et incommensurabilitatem motuum circularum accipio 
penes quantitatem angulorum descriptorum circa centrum, aut celorum sire in respectu 
circulationum, quod idem est, ira quod ista moventur commensurabiliter cum in tempo- 
ribus equalibus describunt angulos eommensurabiles circa centrum ; sive, que in tempo- 
ribus commensurabilibus suas circulationes perficiunt. Et  circulationes sunt incommen- 
surabiles que in temporibus incommensurabilibus fuerint; et quibus describuntur tem- 
poribus equalibus anguli incommensurabiles circa centrum" (Vat. lat. 4082, f.,97 v, c. 2). 

Arch. His t .  exact Sci., Vol. I 29 
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An i m p o r t a n t  d is t inc t ion  is t ha t  be tween use of the  te rms circulatio and  
revolutio. 8 Circulatio applies  to a s!ngle mobile  only and  i t  is said to comple te  
one circulat ion when i t  has  moved  from a given po in t  back  tO tha t  same point ,  
Revolutio is used of two or more mobiles  which have  moved  from s o m e  defini te  
aspect  (conjunction,  opposi t ion,  etc.) back  aga in  to t h a t  same aspect .  If, for exam-  
ple, two mobiles  are in conjunct ion  in po in t  d, t hey  comple te  a revolutio at  the  
moment  t hey  r e tu rn  to conjunct ion  in d. 

Since in a lmost  all of the  conclusions conjunct ions  of mobi les  s t and  as pa rad igm 
cases for all the  other  aspects,  ORESME is obl iged to  define his use of the  t e rm  
coniunctio. In  concentr ic  mot ions  a conjunc t ion  occurs when the centers  of two 
or more mobiles  lie on the  same line d rawn from the  center  of thei r  concentr ic  
circles. 9 F o r  a phys ica l  conjunct ion  of celest ial  bodies  i t  is requi red  t ha t  t h e y  
be on t h e  same surface or grea t  circle which in tersects  the  poles of the  universe.  10 
Indeed,  t hey  mus t  be s imul taneous ly  on the same mer id ian .  In  a conjunc t ion  
of phys ica l  bodies  i t  is not  necessary t h a t  the  line d rawn from the  center  of the  
world  in tersect  the  centers  of the  planets ,  bu t  only  t ha t  the  p lane ts  be on the same 
meridian.  

Part I. Commensurable  velocities 

Proposit ion I 
Si fuerint quotl ibet  numeri ab unitate 
continua proport ionali tate  dispositi, nul- 
lus eorum numeratur  ab aliquo primo 
numero nisi ab illo vel ab illis, si fuerint, 
qui numerant  illum qui in illa propor- 
t ionali tate immediate sequitur unitatem. 

If  any whatever  numbers are arranged in 
continuous proport ionali ty beginning with 
uni ty  no prime number  would measure 
(or number) any of them unless the prime 
number~ or prime numbers, measure the 
number immediately following unity. 

The proof of Propos i t ion  I depends  on EUCLID IX,  1 t 11 where i t  is demons t r a t ed  
t h a t  if a pr ime number  measures  the  last  number  in a geometr ic  progression,  
i t  mus t  also measure  the  number  immed ia t e ly  following uni ty .  ORESME, however,  
wishes to  show the converse of this,  name ly  t ha t  if the  pr ime number  measures  
the  number  following immed ia t e ly  af ter  u n i t y  i t  will measure  the  other  numbers  
i n  the  se r ies .  To prove  this  he argues b y  denying  the  consequent  (a destructione 

8 ,, Circulationem voco unius mobilis circulatio de aliquo puncto ad eandem reditio- 
nero; revolutionem, vero, plurium mobilium de aliquo statu reditionem ad stature 
sive aspectum omnino consimilem" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98r, c. 1). A circulatio is analL 
ogous to a sidereal period in astronomy. A revolutio has no real counterpart  in mod- 
ern astronomy since i t  requires  the mobiles to return to conjunction or opposition 
with reference to some point  o r points fixed in space. I t  is, however, quite like the 
concept of th9 Great  Year in ancient and medieval astrology. (See notes 43 and 44.) 

9 ,,Voco ergo pro nunc coniunctionem aliquorum mobilium quando eorum centra 
snnt in eadem linea egrediente a ceutro" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98r, c: 1). This cl0es not 
apply when the circles are eccentric and probably the phrase "pro nunc"  is intended 
to convey th'is qualification. . 

10 "Tunc est coniun~ctio corporalis sive saltem in eadem superficie sive circulo 
transeunte per polos mundi. Sint ill eodem meridiano sire  per  polos orbis signorum .. " 
(Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98r, c. t). 

11 This Euclidean proposition is so numbered in the edition of CAI~IPANUS 0F 
NOVARA'S commentary and te~t  of EUCLID'S ElementS. Euclidis Megarensis mathema-  
t i c i  clarissimi Elementorum geometricorum libri XV (Basileae, per  !ohannem Herva- 
giu~n, t546), pp. 114--1t5. In  the modern edition i t  appears a s IX, 12. See Sir THO- 
MAS L~ H.~ATH, The Thirtee'n Books of Euclid's Elements (New York t:956), II, p. 397. 
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consequentis), t ha t  is, he asserts  t h a t  if the  pr ime number  does not measure  the  
number  i m m e d i a t e l y  af ter  u n i t y  i t  will not  measure  the  las t  number  in the  series, 
and in the  same manne r  i t  can be shown tha t  i t  will not  measure  any  o ther  number  
in the  series. 

Proposition II 

Si per ymaginat ionem aliquod continuum 
dividatur  in aliquot partes et quelibet 
il larum in totidem, et sic in infinitum, 
in hullo puncto cadet  divisio in quo ca- 
deret  si divideretur  secundum aliam 
proport ionali tatem, nisi humeri  imme- 
diate sequentes uni ta tem illarum pro- 
por t ional i ta tum sint communicantes. 

If, by  the  imaginat ion,  some cont inuum 
could be divided into al iquot  parts  and 
any  of these into a l iquot  parts,  and so ad 
infinitum, no point  of this division will 
coincide with  any  poin t  of ano ther  divi-  
sion which has divided the  con t inuum 
according to another  propor t ional i ty  un- 
less the  numbers  direct ly  following un i ty  
in both  proport ional i t ies  are commensur-  
able. 

Rela t ions  be tween two geometr ic  progressions are considered next .  F i rs t ,  how- 
ever, ORESME establ ishes  t ha t  conclusions which are t rue  about  s t ra ight  line con- 
t i nua  are also t rue  of c i rcular  cont inua.  The only dis t inct ion is t ha t  whereas  one 
poin t  will d iv ide  a s t ra igh t  line, i t  t akes  at  least  two poin ts  to d ivide  a circle. 12 
Since ORES~E will be concerned wholly  wi th  circular  mot ion  he has to show 
t h a t  propos i t ions  abou t  the  divis ion of s t ra igh t  lines could be appl ied  to circles. 

The  second propos i t ion  shows t ha t  if a given con t inuum is d iv ided  b y  two 
different  geometr ic  p ropor t iona t i t i es  there  will be no points  of division in common 
unless the  numbers  following the uni t  in the  respect ive  propor t ional i t ies  are com- 
mensurable .  Thus  if we divide  the  con t inuum successively into t ,  2, 4, 8, t6  . . . . .  
equal  pa r t s  and  then  divide  i t  again  successively into t ,  3, 9, 27 . . . .  , equal  pa r t s  
there  will be no poin ts  in common (except 1) b e t w e e n  the two divisions because 
numbers  2 and  3 are pr ime to each other.  

Bu t  if ~¢e d iv ide  the  con t inuum b y  propor t iona l i t i es  1, 3, 9, 27 . . . .  and  1, 6, 
36, 2 t6  . . . . .  respect ively ,  there  will be common points  since 3 and 6 are  com- 
mensurable .  Fo r  example ,  poin ts  of division corresponding to ½ and { are c o m m o n  
to both .  

ORESME br ief ly  ment ions  a concept  which he will f requent ly  use in la te r  
proposi t ions .  He observes 13 t h a t  if a given con t inuum is d iv ided  b y  a cer ta in  
geometr ic  p ropo r t i ona l i t y  such as 2 ~ or 3 ~ where n = t ,  2, 3 . . . .  oo, the  cont inuum,  
in the  successive divisions in to  smal ler  and  smaller  equal  par ts ,  ought to be 
exhaus ted .  A n d  ye t  this  does not  happen  because we can divide i t  b y  numerous  
different  p ropor t iona l i t i es  and  ye t  stil l  imagine  t ha t  there  are an infinite number  
of poin ts  in the  con t inuum on which no po in t  of division has ye t  fallen. Indeed  
we can divide  the  con t inuum b y  as m a n y  different  propor t ional i t ies  as we wish 
and  if in each case the  number  following u n i t y  is a pr ime number  none of these  
divisions will share common points .  

12 Two points on the circumference connected to the center of the circle by  radii  
are required to divide the circle into two sectors. 

13 "Unde  pater  quod si esset ta l i ter  facta divisio in infinitum sechndum propor- 
t ional i ta tem triplam, vel et iam duplam, nihil restaret  dividendum. E t  tamen con- 
t ingi t  infinita puncta in quilibet nulla cecidit divisio" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98v, c. 1). 

29* 
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Proposition III 
Dividendum continuum per fractioJaes 
phisicas quantumlibet impossible est 
prescindere partem, seu partes aliquotas, 
seu denominatas atiquo numero primo 
aut sibi multiplici preter 2 et 3 et 5. 

However much a continuum be divided 
by physical (i.e., sexagesimal) fractions, 
it is impossible to arrive at a part or 
aliquot parts denominated by some prime 
number, or multiple of some prime 
number, other than 2, 3, and 5. 

ORESME, in t h i s  proposition, gives reasons why he will use vulgar rather than 
sexagesimal fractions to express the parts  of any circle traversed by  some mobile 
or mobiles. 

Let us suppose that  we divide a continuum by  a sexagesimal proportionality. 
I t  is divided first into 60 equal parts, then into 602 equal parts, and so forth into 
603 , 604 . . . . .  60" successive equal parts. Since 60, the second term in the pro- 
portionality after l, has three prime numbers as factors, namely 2, 3, and 5, any 
fractional part  of 60" equal parts may  be taken provided that  the denominator 
of the fraction is either 2, 3, or 5, or any multiple of these. Thus ½, ~,1 or -~ parts  
of 60 n equal parts of the divided continuum can be taken and an integral number 
of tl~e~e parts obtained. For example, the fractions just mentioned yield 30, 20, 
and t~  parts of 60 respectively. But a ½ part  of 60 does not yield an integral 
number o f  equal unit parts of 60 and we must divide the continuum into 602 
equal parts which will produce 400 equal parts. 

If, ,h0wever, we divide 60 n equal parts by  fractional parts which are reciprocals 
of prime n.umbers other than 2, 3, and 5 no exact number of parts  can be obtained. 
Now if in a sexagesimal division of a circle, a mobile should traverse some integral 
number of degrees plus ~ of a degree its motion could not be precisely represented 
in the sexagesimal system. Indeed two motions which are commensurable might 
not have a precise common unit measure in a continuum which had been divided 
sexagesimally. For example, a mobile which traveled one degree in a day and 
another which traversed one and ~ degrees have no precise measure in the sexa- 
gesimal system. -14 

ORESME emphasizes that  this is not peculiar to the sexagesimal system for 
if we divide a circtllar or rectilinear continuum by one proportionality only the 
same problem arises, namely 'that certain fractional parts cannot be. expressed 
-bY an exact number of equal parts into which the continuum is divided. If we 
divide a circle into t 7 equal parts or signs and each sign into 17 degrees, and each 
degree into 17 minutes, and so on, then any fraction p/q, where q is an integer 
other than 17", will be inexpressible by  an integral number of parts. 

For these reasons ORESME wighes to avoid using any one particular propor- 
tionality and thus rejects the sexagesimal system, customarily employed in 
astronomical calculations where exactness is not expected, and decides to us~ 
vulgar fractions which, of course, embrace the whole range of rational fractions. 

14 Referring to the sexagesimal system ORESME says " n o n  ergo sequitur si motus 
cel{ sint commensurabiles quod per tabulas factas P0ssint commensurari precise, vel 
equari, quia possibile est quod unum mobile pe~ranseat in die unum gradum precise, 
et aliud mobile gradum-cum septima parte unius gradus; vel etiam in die tertiam 
decimam partem unius gradus vel vicensimam secundam partem totius circuli aut 
secundum aliquelfi alium secundum quem non potest abscindi aliqua pars per divi- 
sionelfl tabularum communium" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98+, c. 2). 
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Thus, as will be seen, he can relate any such fractions by reducing them to a 
common denominator and consequently express all fractions involved in any 
particular example as parts of the common denominator. This is necessary because 
ORESME wishes to express exact punctual velocities and distances which would 
be impossible where only one proportionality is utilized 15 since that immediately 

• restricts the domain of employable fractions to those whose denominators are 
exactly divisible by the term immediately following unity. 

Proposition IV 
Si duo mobilia nunc sint coniuncta necesse If two mobiles should now be in conjunc- 
est ut alias in puncto eodem coniungantur, tion it is necessary that they should con- 

junct in the same point at other times. 

Mobiles moving with commensurable velocities Will repeatedly conjunct in their 
present point of conjunction. 

Let V~ and Vb represent respectively the velocities of two mobiles A and B. 
Then, by Euclid X, 5 it follows that V~/V b = p/q where p and q are integers in their 
lowest terms. At the end of a certain time interval A will have completed p cir- 
culations and B will have moved through q circulations and they will again con- 
junct in their present point of conjunction. The same reasoning must apply to 
past conjunctions in the same point. 

Proposition V 
Tempus invenire quando primitus con- [How] to find the time when the two 
iungentur in puncto in quo nunc sunt. mobiles will first conjunct in the point in 

which they are now. 

Having shown that two mobiles moved commensurably will conjunct repeatedly 
in their present point of conjunction, ORESM~, in the fifth proposition, determines 
the time interval between two successive conjunctions in that same point. In 
other words, O~ESME seeks the period of revolution for the two mobiles, and 
decides to use the day as his unit of time. 

Using the day as time unit and assuming V~ > V b, he says that if A completes 
one circulation in q days, B will require p days since V~/V b = p/q. Knowing that A 
Will complete ~ circulations in q days, and B q circulations in p days, ORESMS 
multiplies p.q to give the period of revolution in days. In his example p/q = ~. 

Proposition VI 
Datis vetocitatibus duorum mobilium EHowJ to find the time of the first con- 
nunc coniunctorum, tempus prime con- junction following when the velocities of 
iunctionis sequentis reperire, two mobiles now in conjunction have been 

given. • 

Assuming that the two mobiles are now in conjunction, O~SME finds the time 
for the very next conjunction at whatever point on the circle this may occur. 

15 "Verumtamen philosophi, compositores tabularum, non intendebant talem 
precisionem quia per nullas tabulas unius proportionalitatis posset haberi omnimoda 
precisio omnium motuum. Seal usi sunt divisibne secundum proportionalitatem 
sexagintuplam quia ipsa est ad eorum intentionem aptissima. Niehilominus, in hoc 
libello, in quo loquendum est magis mathematice, oportet uti fractionibus omnino 
precisis que vocantur vulgares, quia Jam ostensum est quod alius modus non sufficit 
adequandum omnem velocitatem precise" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 98v, c. 2). 
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The first step requires that  the circle be divided into a number of equal parts. 
In the particular ~ase the number  of parts is equal t O the product p.  q = 15. Since 
Va > Vb there must be a conjunction when A, the quicker mobile, makes one more 
circulation than B and overtakes it. If  A traverses t/q--~½ of a circle in a day 
(it makes one circulation in 3 days), and B moves 1/p~{ of a circle per day, 
the distance which A gains over B every day is l/q--t/p=p--q/pq or ~ o f a  
circle. Finally, by  dividing the denominator by  the numerator  we get the time 
of the next conjunction. Thus, pq/p--q=½S-= 7{ days and at t h e  end of that  
time A will have gained a full circle over B.ls 

Propos i t ion  VII  

Datis duobus motibus duorum mobilium, [How I to find the number of conjunc- 
numerum coniunctionuln totius revolu- tions .in a complete revolution when the 
tionis invenire, motions of the two mobiles have been 

given• 

ORESME now explains how to find the total number of conjunctions which will 
occur during a period of revolution. The time between any two successive con- 
junctions is always equal because the velocities of the mobiles are taken as re- 
spectively constant. Hence it is only necessary to divide the period of revolution 
(found by Proposition V) by the time interval between any two successive con- 
junctions (Proposition VI). There will be two conjunctions in the previous example 

• t5 since ~ ~ 2. 

Propos i t ion  VIII  

Datis duobus mobilibus nunc coniunctis, [How I to determine the place of the first 
locum prime coniunctionis sequentis assig- conjunction following the present con- 
nare. junction of the two given mobiles. 

In Proposition VI the time of the Very next coniunction was found for two 
mobiles now in conjunction. In the eighth proposition ORESME shows how to find 
the place of that  conjunction. 

Finding the place depends upon knowing the distance which either of the 
mobiles travels per day and the time between the successive conjunctions. Thus, 
referring again to the previous example, A traverses ½ and B -~ of a circle per  
day and 7½ days is the time which will elapse before the very next conjunction. 
Either the distance of A or B may  be used. Using B we raultiply 1 1 7~. ~ and 
obtain { which means that  B has traveled t ½ times around the circle in the time 
elapsed between the two conjunctions. Finally, it i s  necessary to subtract  the 

"whole circle from 1{ and this leaves {. Hence A and B will conjunct in a place 
half way round the circle from their last place of coniunction, or directly opposite 
to it. 

16 At the end of the conclusion ORESME summarizes the rule for determining 
the next conjunction: (1) subtract the motions--i.e., the distances traversed--and 
(2) divide the numerator of the difference into the denominator• The text reads: 
"Es t  ergd regula talis ad inveniendum propositum. ' Subtrahatur motus unius a motu 
alterius et residuum habet numeratorem et denominatorem. Dividatur itaque deffomi- 
nator per numeratoremet  exibit tempus quesitum" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 99x(, c. 1). 
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Expressed ill terms of the letters p and  q we have for mobile A p q/p--q × 
t/q-~ p / p -  q; and  for B we have p q/p--q,  t/p : - q / p -  q. Where it happeffs tha t  
the division of (p - -  q) into either p or q produces a quot ient  consisting of an ihteger 
plus a fract ion it only remains  to el iminate the integer. The fraction alone reveals 
the par t  of the circle separat ing the two successive points  of conjunct ion  and  hence 
locates the next  point  of conjunct ion.  17 

Proposition IX 
Assignata distantia duorum mobilium, EHow~ to find the place and time of the 
locum et tempus prime coniunctionis next  conjunction following when the 
sequentis dare. distances of the two mobiles have been 

assigned. 

I n  previous conclusions the conjunct ions  and  motions of mobiles A and B were 
calculated from a present  conjunct ion.  But  now, after hav ing  devoted separate 
conclusions to a de te rmina t ion  of the time ,(Proposition VI) and then the place 
(P rop0s i t i onVI I I )  of the first conjunct ion  after d e p a r t u r e  from the p r e se n t  
point  o f  conjunct ion,  ORESME, in Prgposit ion IX,  considers how to calculate 
both the time and place of the first conjunct ion  when there is a given distance separat- 
ing the mobiles. 

ORESME decides tha t  the distance between any  two mobiles is to be calculated 
from the slower mobile counterclockwise to the quicker mobile. Thus if we suppose 
there are twelve signs in a circle and  tha t  A is quicker t han  B, then  if A is one sign 
ahead of B clockwise the distance separat ing them counterclockwise would be 
eleven signs. Or, simply, B is eleven signs ahead of A. TM 

17.0RESME expresses the elimination of the integer by saying that  the whole 
circle should be subtracted from the total distance traversed between t~:e two suc- 
cessive conjunctions and asserts that  this is the same as dividing the whole circle by 
the distance traversed presumably because the fraction remaining will divide the 
circle, In  the example cited A has traveled { and B { times around the circle so that  
A overtakes B after completing one more turn  around the circle. Since A has traveled 
2{ times around the circle we can subtract 2 from 2½ or, ill the case of B, 1 from 1{. 
We have now divided the circle into halves. 

The t e x t  reads: "Deinde ab illo pertransito subtrahatur totus circulus quotiens 
poterit subtrahi, si est possibilis talis subtractio, et hoc est idem quod dividere totum 
eirculum per illud pertransitum et habebitur propositum" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 99v, c. 1). 

is ,, Hec distantia signanda est secundum circuli portionem incipiendo a velociori 
ira quod mobile velocius ponatur retro. Unde si A precederet B per unum arcum 
parvum, ut  per unum signum, tunc B diceretur ante A per residuam circuli portionem, 
scilicet per undecima signa" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 99v, c. t). My introduction of the terms 
"clockwise" and "counterclockwise" seems to depict accurately ORESME'S intent. 
His choice of the slowest moving mobile as his point of reference to express distance 
relationships seems motivated by a desire to have the quicker moving body conceived 
of as closing a gap between itself and a slower mobile. Thus immediately after a 
conjunction with a slower mobile, the quicker mobile passes it and is then 11 + signs 
behind and will continually close the gap. The quicker mobile--except in conjunc- 
t i o n - i s  always taken to be behind the slower, moving constantly "forward" and 
diminishing the distance between them until  the next conjunction, This apparently 
seemed conceptually more "natural" than, for example, supposing that  as the swifter 
passes the slower it is 0 + signs distant and would constantly increase the gap to 
11 + signs prior to the next  conjunction. From this standpoint the swifter would over- 
take the slower when it is farthest removed from it. 
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Once again the proportion of velocities is expressed as Va/V b =p/q where V~ 
is the velocity of mobile A and V b that of B and where p and q are a ratio of numbers 
prime to each other with p >q. Two cases are treated by ORESME. 

In t he  first case the difference between the numbers representing the ratio 
of velocities is equal to the distance separating the mobiles. T h u s / ~ -  q=DB~ A 
where DB~ A is the distance separating A and B measured counterclockwise 
from B to A and expressed positively in either degrees, signs, or some other unit 
of measure. When these conditions obtain, A and B will conjunct when A 
moves p and B moves q signs or degrees. In his example, ORESME sets V~/V b = 
and DB_. a ---- 5 degrees. Therefore when A moves 8 degrees, B will move 3 degrees 
and they will conjunct. 

If however, - -and  this is the second case--, P--q:4:DB-~A the following 
proportional relationship will determine the distances which must be traveled 
for the conjunction to occur: p--q]DB~ A--p/z or q/z, where z is the unknown 
distance which eith6r p or q must traverse in order to conjunct. Now if the ratio 
of velocities is again p/q_S but n o w  DB~ A is 2 degrees, we introduce only p/z 
from which we can find z, the distance which A must travel to conjunct with B. 
Thus (8 -- 3)/2 = 8/z and z equals 31 degrees. By substituting q/z for p/z it is found 
that B must travel t~ degrees to conjunct with A. 

Although ORESME has not actually specified the time and place of conjunction 
these could be easily calculated from Propositions VI and VIII  respectivel% 
In this proposition he concentrated solely on the problems arising in calculating 
a future conjunction when initially A and B are separated rather than in con- 
junction. 

Proposition X 
Numerum et seriem punctorum reperire [How] to find the number and sequence 
in quibus umquam talia duo mobilia of points in which 'two such mobiles will 
coniungentur, always conjunct. 

In this proposition ORESME describes how to determine the number and order of 
the points of conjunction for any two mobiles. 

By Proposition VII the total number of conjunctions in a period of revolution 
can be ascertained. This coupled witll the fact that the times betwe)en any two 
successive conjunctions are equal (since the velocities, though different, are 
respectively uniform) dictates that the number of conjunctions in a period of 
revolution equals the number of distinct places or points of conjunction. These 
distinct points of conjunction must be equidistant because the times between 
successive conjunctions are equal. Hence the points of conjunction divide the 
circle into a number of parts equal to the number of points of conjunction, If 
the.re are five conjunctions in a revolution there will be five different points of 
conjunction dividing the circle into f ive  equal parts. Conjunctions can occur 
only in these five points. 

In Proposition XI ORESME presents a simple method for finding the total 
number of points of conjunction of two mobiles during every revolution. But in 
Proposition X, he simply assumes this in order to show the order of the points of 
conjunction. 
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Let  V~/Vb= 1219 so t ha t  the  difference of the  veloci t ies  is t 2 - - 5  = 7  and  the  
number  of d i s t inc t  poin ts  of conjunc t ion  is 7 (shown in the  nex t  proposi t ion) .  
By  Propos i t ion  V I I I  one can show t h a t  any  conjunc t ion  occurs {- of a circle a w a y  
from the  i m m e d i a t e l y  preceding conjunct ion .  20 Knowing  the number  of po in t s  
of con junc t ion  and  the  d is tance  separa t ing  any  two successive conjunct ions ,  we 
can now ar range  t hem sequent ia l ly .  When  a con junc t ion  occurs in a n y  point ,  
say  C, the  next  con junc t ion  mus t  occur { of a circle a w a y  from C. The circle can 
be d iv ided  into  7 equ id i s tan t  poin ts  numbered  clockwise from C~ to C~. Assuming  
the first  con junc t ion  of a per iod  of revo lu t ion  to occur in C~ the second conjunc-  
t ion mus t  occur in poin t  Cs which is { of the  circle from C 1. The th i rd  con junc t ion  
will be C 4 and  the remain ing  four conjunc t ions  are, in order  of occurrence,  C,,, C~, 
C5, C a. The cycle is then  repea ted  beginning  wi th  C 1. ~1 

Proposition XI 
Omnium duorum mobilium to t  sunt 
coniunctiones in una revolutione et to t  
puncta in quibus umquam possunt con- 
iungi, quota est differentia minimorum 
numerorum proportionis velocitatum mo- 
tuum. 

The number  of conjunctions of any  two 
mobiles in one revolution, and the number  
of points in which they  can conjunct, 
equals the difference between the num- 
bers representing the proport ion of their  
velocities, when those numbers have been 
reduced to their  lowest terms. 

Here  ORESME presents  a s implif ied Version of Propos i t ion  V I I  for de te rmin ing  
the  number  of poin ts  of conjunc t ion  in the  course of one comple te  per iod of revolu-  
tion. He shows t ha t  the  number  of po in ts  of conjunc t ion  equals  the  difference 
be tween  the integers  represent ing  the  ra t io  of velocit ies.  Thus  i f  V~/Vb=p/q, 
with  p and  q m u t u a l l y  pr ime and  15> q, then  p -  q =  n where n represents  the  
t o t a l  number  of poin ts  of conjunc t ion  in every  revolu t ion  of mobiles  A and  B. 

I n  Propos i t ion  IV ~2 i t  was shown tha t  when A and  B comple te  p and  q circula-  
t ions respect ively ,  t h e y  will conjunct  in the  poin t  in which t h e y  are now-- i . e . ,  

19 In Proposition XI,  O~ESME demonstrates tha t  V a --  V b = n, where n is the number  
of points of conjunction. Since he is using this demonstrat ion in Proposition X, he 
assigns a definite numerical velocity to each mobile. But on the basis of previous 
propositions and ORESM~'S customary usage, i t  must  be understood, tha t  he is thinking 
of a ratio of velocities which can be related as tWO numbers reduced to their  lowest terms. 

The actual  language of the t ex t  reads: " S i t  velocitas A sicut t2, et velocitas B 
sicut 5 . . . "  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 99v, c. 2). 

2o In Proposition XI  the period of revolution is shown to be 60 days. Since there 
are 7 points of conjunction the t ime between successive conjunctions is 60/7, or 8¢ days. 
Mobile A traverses ~ of its circle per  day  and therefore in 8{ days will make t{ cir- 
culations. Mobile B, traveling ~ of its circle per  day  covers { of a circulation in 
8¢ days. After  8~ days A will make one more circulation than B and conjunct with i t  
{ of a circle away from the last point  of conjunction. 

21 T h e  per t inent  t ex t  for the example cited above is as follows: " S i t  velocitas A 
sicut 12 et velocitas B sicut 5. Tunc per istam conclusionem, et et iam per sequentem, 
invenietur quod humerus punctorum in quibus A et B umquam coniungentur est 7, 
et per  octavam conclusionem reperi tur  quod unaqueque eoniunctio dis ta t  localiter ab 
ultimo puncto per { circuli. Ergo cum sint septem puncta circuli equaliter ab 
invicem dis tant ia  erit  coniunctio in uno, deinde in sexto, ab isto, scilicet quatuor  
punctis intermissis; deinde in sexto ab isto aliis quatuor intermissis, et sic semper. 
E t  in aliquo casu obmit terentur  duo, vel tria, et quandoque nullum. Sed sire  saltum 
coniunctiones fierent ordinate per  hec punc ta"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 99v, c. 2--  100r, c. 1). 

~ The manuscripts cite Proposition 5 which is inappropriate  since it determines only 
the period of revolution. I have substi tuted Proposition 4 which is genuinely applicable. 
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will have completed a revolution. When  this occurs A will have completed 
p --q---- n more circulations than  B. Now every time A gains one circulation over B 
there must  be a conjunction,  from which it follows tha t  A and B must  conjunct  
n times since A has gained n circulations. 

For  example, if as before, Va/V b-- ~ then in one revolution A and B will con- 
junct  twice. The first conjunction will occur in the point opposite their present 
point of conjunction when A makes 2{ and B 1{ circulations. The second con- 
iunction will be in the present point  when A completes 5 and B 3 circulations. 

After a five-step summary  of the procedures leading to the determination 
of the order in which conjunctions occur 2~, we find an interesting application 
of Proposit ion X I  to the widely held view t h a t  the planets move with velocities 
which are related in harmonic  proport ions 24 and thus produce the celestial har- 
monies. 0~ESME observes tha t  the successive terms in harmonic proport ions 
are related as (n+ 1)In, where n =  t, 2, 3, and therefore the difference of velocities 
would always be t. Now if this be true then Proposit ion X I  can be legitimately 
applied and it would follow tha t  any  two planets with velocities related as one 
of the principal harmonic  proport ions can conjunct  in only one point  and no- 
where else. Since this is cont rary  to experience one m a y  conclude tha t  no two 
celestial motions are related as any  of the principal harmonic motions, a l though 
it is possible tha t  celestial bodies m a y  produce consonances by  virtue of some- 
thing other  than  their ratios of velocities. ~5 

By  grant ing the  basic assumptions of the celestial ha rmony  theory,  ORESME 
has drawn from i t  an empirically testable consequence which is cont ra ry  to 
observation. Thus any  celestial ha rm ony  theory  which supposes tha t  the motions 
of any  two planets are related commensurably  b y  harmonic ratios is untenable.  

Proposition XII 
Si fuerint mobilia plura duobus possibile If  there should be more than two mobiles, 
est quod numquam coniungentur simul it is possible tha t  no more than two will 
plura quam duo. ever be in conjunction at the same time~ 

Commencing wi th  Proposit ion XlI, there follows a series of propositions involving 
three  or more mobiles in mot ion simultaneously. 

22 This summary is simply a concise formulation of earlier propositions pertinent 
to a proper ordering of conjunctions in any period of revolution. 

~ The ratios mentioned are the dyapason ({ or octave), dyapente ({ or fifth), the 
dyatesseron (~ or fourth). For a table of the harmonic intervals see G. FI~IEDLEIN 
(ed.), BOETII, De Institutione Arithmetica libri duo, De Institutione Musica libri 
quinque (Lipsiae, t 867), p. 2ol. A brief account of the Pythagorean theory of celestial 
harmony is given by THOMAS L. HEATH, A History of Greek Mathematics (Oxford, 
t921), vol. I, p. 165. 

25 ORESME also mentions the dyesis or semitone, namely~256/243, where the differ- 
ence is 13 and consequently only 13 placeS of conjunction are possible. 

The pertinent passage is as follows: "Cure igitur non inveniatur in motibus cele- 
stibus quod ex duobus motibus oriatur [coniunctio~ (the manuscripts have constel~ 
latio) que non possit fieri nisi in uno puncto, tune consequens est ut  nulli duo motus 
celestes in velocitate teneant proportionem armonicam principalem. Et  ergo si 
corpora celestia faciant consonantiam in movendo non oportet quod ex velocitatibus 
motuum provenia t huiusmodi consonantia sed p0test aliunde oriri ut  postea videbitur 
per alias rationes!' (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 100r, c. 2). 
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In Proposition X I I  it is shown that  under certain conditions it is possiblethat  
only two of the three or more mobiles can ever conjunct at the same time. In 
treating these propositions, ORESME takes only two mobiles at a time. Let us 
suppose there are three mobiles, A, B, and C. By previous conclusions we know 
that  A and B can conjunct in a limited number of different points and in no 
others. Let d represent any one of these points. Similarly, B and C can only 
conjunct in a limited number of points, any one of which may  be represented by  e. 
If  it can be shown that  no d is an e it follows tha t  the three mobiles will never 
simultaneously conjunct. In  the same manner if there are four, five, or any 
number of mobiles, it is possible t.hat when taken two at a time the points of 
conjunction of a n y  two do not serve as points of conjunction for any other two 
mobiles. In this event no more than two mobiles can conjunct simultaneously 
in the same point. 

If  there were six mobiles, and the conditions outlined above obtained, no 
more than two could ever conjunct at the same time and place. But it would 
he possible that  three, four, five, or even all six might 
conjunct simultaneously in the same point if, when d 
taken two at a time, they shared some or all points of 
conjunction. 

ORESME furnishes an example for three mobiles 
which can never conjunct. The mobiles A, B, and C 
may  be combined into three pairs, namely A and B, 
A and C, and B and C. Let the ratios of velocities be 
VulV b = ~, VulV c = ~, and V~IVc= {. In Figure I point e 
is distant f rom d by two signs, or ~ of a circle, and 1' 
points [ and g together with e divide the circle into Fig. I ~' 
three equal parts. Finally, point h is three  signs dis- 
tant  from d. At the outset A and B are in conjunction in d and C precedes A 
and B by  t½ signs (i.e., g y  } of the angular measure of the circle). 

B y  Proposition I X  and their ratio of velocities A and C will conjunct in e 
because C will traverse ½ a sign while A moves 2 signs from d to e. The only 
points of conjunction for A and C are in e,/,  and g, which equally divide the circle 
into paris  of four signs each. This is obvious because from conjunction in e, A will 
traverse t6 signs (1½ circles) and C 4 signs (½ of a circle) which brings t h e m t o / ,  
and then to g. This will be repeated ad in/initum. 

Mobiles A and B can conjunct only in d where they are initially in conjunc- 
tion. The difference of their velocities when reduced to their lowest terms 
is t and d is therefore the only point in which they can ever conjunct (Propo- 
sition XI).  

Mobiles B and C can conjunct only in point h. Since C precedes B by  1½ signs 
and their ratio of velocities is {,  they will conjunct in h which is 3 signs from d. 
Thereafter B and C can conjunct only in point h. 

From all this we see that  the only points of conjunction are d, e /h ,  [, and g 
but in none of these points can A, B, a n d  C conjunct simultaneously. 

2e This figure appears in the margin Of Vat. lat. 4082, f. 100v, c. 1. 
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Proposition XIII 
Omnium trium aut plurium mobilium 
que .numquam simul coniungentur est 
certa distantia citra quam approximari 
non possunt. 

Of any three or more mobiles which will 
never be simultaneously in conjunction, 
there is a certain [minimum[ distance 
below which they can not approximate 
to each other. 

Since the three mobiles in the preceding proposition will never conjunct, ORESME 
considers next the smallest possible space wilich will encompass them. That is, 
if A, B, and C can never conjunct, how close together can they possibly come 
short of a conjunction. 

Recalling from Proposition XI I  that V~>~>V~, it is demonstrated that only 
when the quickest and slowest of the mobiles, namely A and C, are in conjunction 
can all three be "squeezed" within a minimum possible space. ORESME distin- 
guishes two cases: (t) when A and C are in conjunction and B precedes them, 
and (2) when A and C are in conjunction and B follows. The minimum space 
can be achieved in either case, and in order to demonstrate this ORESME simply 
eliminates the other possibilities. 

Excluding conjunctions, it is clear that only six sequential arrangements of 
the mobiles are possible. These are: z~ 

(1) A B C 

(2) A C B 

(3) B A C 

(4) B C A 

(5) C A B 

(6) C B A 

The mobiles represented by the letters in the extreme right hand column are 
to be taken ,~ the "preceding" or lead mobiles, the letters in the center column 
as the mobiles in the center, and the extreme left column as the rear mobiles. 
Thus in (2) B precedes A and C, while C is in the middle with A bringing up the 
rear and moving toward conjunction with C. 

OR.ESME now moves to eliminate all six possibilities. He considers first the 
distance separating B from A and C, respectively, immediately before and after 
coniunction of A and C. Thus, in (2) above, when B precedes both A and C it 
will be more distant from A, the rear mobile, immediately be/ore donjunction than 
during A's conjunction with C. It  follows that A, B, and C are more widely 
spaced before conjunction than during conjunction and (2) cannot be a minimum 
distance encompassing all three mobiles. Now immediately after conjunction B 
will be further removed from C than during conjunction of A and C. 2s This follows 

2~ This arrangement of mobiles is based on a figure which appears in the lower 
margin of Vat. lat, 4082, f. I00v, c. 2. 

28 In the comparisons of distance, the previously mentioned method of measuring 
distances counterclockwise from the slowest to the quickest mobile seems to be 
ignored by ORESME in cases (4), (5), and (6). In all six cases the distance of separation 
must be measured between the extreme mobiles--that is between the first, or preceding 
mobile and the last, or following mobile. However, in cases (4), (-5), and (6) the quicker 
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from the fact tha t  V b >V~ and consequently (5) is eliminated as a candidate for 
min imum distance. 

When, however, B follows A and C, it will happen tha t  B is more dis tant  from 
A immediately after conjunct ion (rather than  immediate ly  before as when B 
preceded A and C in case (2)) than  when A and C were actual ly  in conjunction.  
This is determined by  the fact tha t  Va>Vb, and consequently (4) is eliminated. 
Case (3) is rejected because B will be more distant  from C immediately be]ore 
conjunct ion than  during conjunct ion of A and C. This is clear since V b >V~. 

Up to this point  ORESME has only  eliminated (2); (5), (4), and (3). But  he then 
supposes tha t  someone might  agree tha t  the four possibilities a lready cited should 
be rejected and yet  still deny  tha t  A and C must  be in conjunction as a necessary 
condit ion for achieving a min imum distance for the three  mobiles. 29 This person 
must  then opt for (6), namely  where C is behind B and A precedes both.  I n  tha t  
event  it is clear tha t  the mobiles would have been even closer when A was in 
conjunct ion with B and even closer, indeed closest, when A was, or will be in 
conjunct ion with C. Disposition (6) is hopeless because the order of the mobiles 
is such tha t  the quickest mobile A, precedes and the slowest, C, is last which 
means tha t  the distance between A and C constant ly  increases the instant  they  
enter  this disposition. 

Disposition (t) is not  mentioned, presumably because it is superfluous and 
can be reduced to '(3). Clearly the mobiles will be closer after A passes B than  
before. But  when this occurs (I) converts  to (3). 

Satisfied tha t  he has eliminated all possibilities, ORESME fur:fishes an example 
to illustrate tha t  the min imum condition for the three mobiles to be embraced 
within the smallest possible space is tha t  A and C, the quickest and slowest 
mobiles, be in conjunct ion with B either preceding or following. To do this he 
uses the da ta  and figure from the preceding proposition. 

Recalling tha t  A and B conjunct  in d and tha t  C precedes them by  1 } signs, 
we saw tha t  A and C (where V~/V~= ~) will then conjunct  in.e, two signs away  
from d. But  in the same time B has moved  only one sign from d because its 

mobile precedes and the slower follows. Therefore, by measuring counterclockwise 
from the slower to tile quicker mobile, according to ORESME'S procedure, we arrive 
at greater distances of separation than if we measured clockwise from slower to 
quicker, or counterclockwise from quicker to slower. This is evident, for example, 
in case (5), when ORESME sgys ttlat B will be more distant from C immediately after 
conjunction than when C was in conjunction. This would be false if the distance 
between B and C were measured from C, the slower mobile, counterclockwise to B. 
In that  event the distance would diminish as B gains on C and immediately after 
conjunction between A and C, mobile B will be a smaller distance from C than when 
C was in conjunction. In cases (1), (2), and (3) ORESME'S procedure will produce the 
required results. 

ORESME has, therefore, abandoned his rule--perhaps unknowingly--and simply 
taken tile shortest possible absolute distance between any two extreme mobiles 
independently of whether this entails measuring clockwise or counterclockwise from 
the slowest mobile. This" seems to have been thrust upon him by the very proposition 
itself since the objective is to determine minimum possible distances between mobiles. 

2~ ,,Quid si negetur arguitur adhuc aliter. Et  primo ponatur quod A precedat, et 
B sequitur, postea C. Igitur erant propinquiora quando A coniungebatur cure B, et 
adhue propinquiora quando ~/ coniungebatur cum C vel quando coniungetur cure 
ipso, tit statim pater ex ordine velocitatum" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 100v, c. 2). 
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ve loc i ty  is half of A's.  A t  this  junc tu re  only  one sign separa tes  B from A and  C 
in conjunc t ion  at  e. ORESME goes on to show t h a t  th is  is, ifideed, the  m i n i m u m  
space into  which the  three  mobi les  can be crowded;  or to  pu t  i t  ano ther  way,  
the  closest t hey  can come to conjunct ion.  

App ly ing  all th is  to p l a n e t a r y  mot ions ,  ORESME conjectures  t h a t  jus t  as wi th  
the  mobiles,  i t  might  happen  t h a t  three  or four  p lane ts  moving  commensu rab ly  

w i t h  respect  to one another  might  never  conjunct ,  t hough  t h e y  might  come 
wi th in  two or three  degrees of conjunct ion,  s0 

Proposition X I V  

Si p lura  mobilia nunc sint coniuncta 
necesse est ut  in puncto eodem alias 
coniungantur. 

Proposition XV 

Quando hoc primo fiet invenire. 

Proposition XVI 

Tempus reperire in quo huiusmodi mobilia 
s ire  in puncto in quo nunc sunt, sive in 
alio primitus coniungentur. 

Proposition XVII 
Coniunctiones totius revolutionis 
totius periodi numerare. 

sell 

If  severM (i.e., three or more) mobiles 
should now be in conjunction i t  is ne- 
cessary tha t  they  should conjunct in 
tha t  same point  a t  other times. 

[How] to find when the several mobiles 
would first conjunct again a t  the point  
in which they  are now in conjunction. 

[How] to find the t ime in which such 
mobiles will conjunct first, whether tha t  
conjunction be in the point  in which they  
are now, or in some other point. 

[How] to number  the conjunctions of a 
whole revolution or period. 

Proposition X V I I I  

Locum pr ime coniunctionis sequentis as- 
signare. 

Proposition XlX 
Numerum et seriem punctorum reperire 
in quibus umquam tal ia  plura mobilia 
coniungentur. 

[How] to determine the place of the first 
conjunction following [the present  con- 
junction]. 

[How] to find the number  and sequence 
of points in which several (three or more) 
such mobiles will always conjunct, 

In  Propos i t ions  X I V  th rough  X l X ,  ORESME extends  to  three  or more mobiles  
results, which' had  been demons t r a t ed  prev ious ly  for two mobi les  only.  This  is 
easi ly  accompl ished because  where three  or more  are invo lved  t h e y  are t aken  two 
a t  a t ime.  

The  di rec t  • correspondence be tween  the  la te r  and  earl ier  propos i t ions  is as 
foli0ws: X I V  and  IV, XV and  V, X V I  and  VI,  X V I I  and  vii, X V l I I  and  viii ,  
X l X  and  ~X. 

3o "Possibile est ergo quod aliqui tres planete, vel quatuor, numquam coniungentur 
in eodem gradu, vel in eodem minuto, et  forte de aliquot possibile est quod non 
possunt appropinquari  quirt distent  per  duos gradus, vel tres, si omnes commensur- 
abil i ter  moveantur"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t00v,  c. 2 ) .  
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Proposition XX 
Si circuli fuerint eccentrici erit idem 
h u m e r u s  locorum qui esset si forent 
concentrici, sed erunt distantie temporis 
et spatli inequales. 

If the circles should be eccentric the num- 
ber of places (of conjunction) would be 
the same as if they were concentric, but  
the intervals of time (between conjunc- 
tions) and the spaces will be unequal. 

Up to this point  the motions of the mobiles have been assumed to take ISlace on 
concentric circles, bu t  in Proposi t ion X X  ORESME supposes the mobiles to move 
on eccentric circles. 

In  the enuncia t ion  of this proposit ion 0RESME asserts tha t  tile number of 
places of conjunct ion  for a given set of mobiles moving  commensurab ly  would 
be the same whether  the circles are eccentric or concentric,  bu t  the eccentrici ty 
affects the t ime and  distance intervals  between successive conjunct ions.  

ff  ff 

A A 

Fig.  2 sz. Fig .  3 ~4 

Since the motions of the mobiles oft the eccentric circles are assumed com- 
mensurable,  the following results of previous proposit ions will apply:  (t) mobiles 
in conjunct ion  in a par t icular  point  mus t  have been in conjunct ion  in the same 
place at other t imes;  (2) the  n u m b e r  of such points  of conjuncti.on is f inite;  (3) the 
c o n j u n c t i o n s r e p e a t  themselves exact ly after every period of revolution. 31 

I n  Fig. 2, A and  B are mobiles moving  on their respective circles with velocities 
ini t ia l ly unexpressed, bu t  actual ly related as } (see below); c is the center of the  
world and  center  of A ' s  mot ion;  d is the center of B's motion.  At  the outset  let 
us suppose tha t  A and  B are in conjunc t ion  on line cdg which serves as an  aux  
line 33, and tha t  line dh is a quar ter  of the circle away from line cdg on B's  circle, 
and  line ck is d is tant  a quar ter  of the circle from line cdg on A's  circle. 

81 "Ob hoc enim quod motus sunt  commensnrabiles necesse est quando mobilia 
sunt in uno loeo coniuneta quod ibidem alias coniungantur, u t  prius probatum est; 
ergo loca talia sunt  finita et facta revolutione omnium coniunctiones iterum incipiunt 
fieri sicut an te"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t01v, c. 2). 

32 Figure 2 appears in Vat. lat. 4082, f. 101v, c. 2 lower margin. Line cdg is not 
drawn in the manuscript. 

33 The aux (Lat. aux, augis) point is equivalent to the apogee of a planet, and 
the line 0f aux connects its apogee and perigee .(oppositum augis). In  the particular 
case under discussion, the line of aux must  be restricted to mobile t3 on the eccentric 
circle, for it is vacuous to say that  mobile A has a point of apogee and perigee When 
it moves ori a circle whose center is the center of the world, since A will always be 
equidistant from the center of the world. For references to a discussion of aux and 
aux line see DEREK J. PRICE, The EqUatorie of the Planetis (Cambridge Univ. Press, 
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ORESME notes that  if the circles were concentric the mean and true motions 
of the mobiles would be the same. Hence if B traversed ~ part  of its circle it 
would reach line dh, and if, in the same time, A should traverse its circle t¼ times 
it would reach line ck and conjunct with B. But the circles are eccentric, not 
concentric, and because A's  velocity is greater than B's, they will conjunct be/ore 
A moves t i times around its circle and B ¼ the way around its circle. With respect 
to c, the center of the world, conjunction will occur repeatedly at some point, or 
line, closer to g. 

Now, although the first conjunction after g did not occur at a point a quarter 
way around for each circle because of the eccentricity, the next conjunction will 
occur directly opposite g in point [ (see Fig. 3)- Although ORESME omits any 
discussion of the conjunction in [, it is clear the second conjunction must  occur 
in ] when it is recalled that  in the time B moves ¼ of its circle, A will have moved 
t¼ times around its circle. The first t ime this happened A and B had already 
had a conjunction, but now the same calculations from their respective quarter 
points show that  they will conjunct in [ after A traverses its circle 1¼ times and 
B moves through another ¼ of its circle. 

Assuming a conjunction in ], the very next, or third, point of conjunction 
will not occur { of the way around the two circles from [, but beyond that  point 
somewhere in the last quadrant.  This is evident because calculations from ] 
reveal that  the situation in the fourth q!aadrant of the respective circles will be 
the reverse of what happened earlier in  the first quadrant  (see Fig. 3). When 
B and A traverse ¼ and t ¼ of their respective circles from f, B, the slower mobile, 
precedes A, the faster. Hence they will not yet have had their next conjunction 
which will occur later at some other point in the fourth quadrant. The third 
conjunction, therefore, occurs later than if the circle were Concentric. The fourth, 
and final, conjunction will occur once again in g. 

In the example above, ORESME has shown that  the number of conjunctions 
would be four, whether the circles are concentric or eccentric. But in eccentric 
circles the points of conjunction are  not equally spaced and, since the motions 
remain respectively uniform, the time between any two successive conjunctions 
will not be equal. Two conjunctions occur at opposite points of the diameter g[, 
but  the other two will take place in the first and fourth quadrants while none 
occur in the second and third. ORESME has thus demonstrated his proposition. 
Later, he notes that  if the conjunctions were restricted to the aux point and its 

• opposite (i.e., g and ]), then distance and time intervals would be equal between 
successive conjunctions--desPite the eccentricity of the circles. 35 

! 955), p. 207 (general index), and the definition of aux (p. 168) and line of aux (pp. 174-- 
175) in the glossary of terms. See also SNCROBOSCO'S definition in LYNN THORNDIKE 
(ed. and tr.), The Sphere of Sacrobosco (Chicago, 1.949) p. 140. 

34 This figure does not appear in the manuscripts but is clearly described. I t  has 
been. added for convenience. 

35 Concerning motion on eccentric circles and the aux and its opposite, the t e x t  
reads: " .. quod distantie temporis et spatii aliter sunt qu~m si motus essent Concen- 
trici. Et  si essent concentrici tunc forent equales distantie utrobique propter regulari- 
tatem motuum. Ergo nunc Ereferring to eccentric motions] sunt huiusmodi distantie 
temporis et spatii inequales, et hoc est verum nisi in casu ubi non fierent coniunctiones 
nisi in auge et in opposito augis" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 102r, c. 1). 
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Clear ly ,  then,  mobiles  wi th  different  b u t  respect ive ly  uni form velocit ies will 
conjunct  d i f ferent ly  on concen t r i c  and  eccentr ic  circles. ORESME a t t r i bu t e s  th is  
to t h e  f ac t  t h a t  on c o n c e n t r i c - - b u t  not  eccen t r ic - -c i rc les  the  mean  and  t rue  
mot ions  are ident ical .  36 This  i s  exp la ined  b y  not ing  t ha t  when the mobi les  are 
in conj tmct ion  a t  g, the  mean  mot ion  would  t ake  longer to  produce  the  first  con- 
junc t ion  (or, as ORESME expresses it, the  mean  mot ion  " a d d s "  to the  t rue  motion) 
if the  circles are concentr ic ,  r a the r  t h a n  eccentric,  wi th  respect  t o  c, Bu t  if the  
mobi les  were moving  t o w a r d  the i r  nex t  conjunc t ion  from I (Fig. 3), the  mean 
mot ion  w o u l d  produce  a conjunc t ion  more quickly  (ORESME says  the  t rue  mot ion  
" a d d s "  to t h e  mean  motion)  wi th  respect  to c when the circles are concentr ic  
t han  when eccentric.  37 OI~ESME has  shown t h a t  one is compel led  to  dis t inguish 
be tween  mean  and  t rue  mot ions  when eccentr ic  circles are considered and the 
mot ions  are referred to the  center  of the  wor ld - - i . e . ,  the  ear th .  

Proposition XXI 

Quecumque dicta sunt de coniunctione 
duorum vel plurium mobilium consimili- 
ter  intelligenda sunt  de oppositione et de 
quocumque alio aspectu, sive modo, se 
habendi.  

I t  muht be understood' tha t  anything 
said about  the conjunction of two or more 
mobiles also applies to opposition a.-ld to 
any other aspect in which the mobiles can 
be related. 

Of all  the  aspects ,  only  conjunct ions  of two or more  mobi les  have thus  far been 
considered.  I n  Propos i t ion  X X I  the demons t ra t ions  abou t  conjunct ions  are 
ex t ended  to embrace  every  as t ronomica l  aspect.  

A p a r t  f rom conjunc t ion  and  opposi t ion,  ORESME dis t inguishes  three  other  
aspects  which remain  nameless.  He  p r o b a b l y  mean t  sexti l is ,  quarti l is  and  tr inus,  
where  a n y  two signs of the  zodiac, or p lane t s  in those signs, are sepa ra t ed  b y  two, 
three,  and  four signs of the  zodiac respect ively.  3s 

Of these  aspects,  conjunc t ion  and  oppos i t ion  can on17¢ occur in one way,  
whereas  th~ remain ing  three  have  a double  charac te r  since each can happen  
e i ther  before or af ter  a conjunc t ion  O r opposition.39 B y  this  ORESME means  t h a t  

3e Although mean and true motions are identical for concentric motions, ORESME 
emphasizes tha t  prior to Proposition XX all motions were t reated as mean motions. 
In  the present proposition, however, it  is shown tha t  many of the previous propositions 
are also applicable to cases involving true motions as in eccentric and epicyclic motions. 
"Omnia ,  itaque, dicta ante i s tam conclusionem sunt ad motus medios referenda. 
Et .hec  conclusio docet ad motus veros cuncta conformiter applicare non obstantibus 
eccentricis nec et iam epiciclis" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t02r,  c. t). 

37 , , . .  ira quod motus medius qui ymaginatur  a c, si esset concentricus, ab una 
par te  dyametr i  addi t  supra motum verum, et ab alia mottis verus addi t  supra me- 
dium . , . "  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 10tv, c. 2--102r ,  c. t). 

33 A discussion of these aspects appears in ROBERT ANGLICUS' Commentary on 
the Sphere of SACROBOSCO. See THORNDIKE (ed.), op. cit., p. 176 for Latin text  and 
p, 226 for the English translation. 

39 This brief proposition may  be quoted in toto: " Quecumque dicta sunt de con- 
iunctione duorum vel plurium mo.bilium consimiliter intelligend a sunt de oppositione 
et  de quocumque alio aspectu sive m0do se habendi. Verumtamen, distinguendus 
est aspectus trinus ante coniunctionem ab aspectu trino ipsam coniunctionem sequenti 
et sic de quo!ibet aspectu seu modo se habendi exceptis coniunctione et oppositione, 
quoniam omnis alter aspectus est dupliciter, scilicet ante coniunctionem et post, una 
vice a dextris et alia a sinistris. Quibus sic intellectis, omnia predicta possent de 

Arch. Hist. exact Sci., Vol. I 30  
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with respect to a fixed point of conjunction two (or more) mobiles will proceed 
through the same aspects before and after conjunction, bu t  the order of the 
aspects and mobiles after conjunction are reversed with respect to those before 
conjunction. Since prior to a conjunction the swifter mobile must overtake the 
slower, the order of the aspects will be successively trinal (separated by four signs), 
quartile (separated by three signs), and fina!ly sextile (separated by two signs). 
But after conjunction the Order is reversed and will be sextile, quartile, and trinal 
as the faster mobile moves away from the slower. Before conjunction the slower 
mobile precedes while after conjunction it follows, creating alternately narrowing 
and widening intervals of space as the swifter mobile overtakes and then leaves it 
behind. 

With this in mind it is clear that  the previous propositions apply to aspects 
of both concentric and eccentric circles. ORESME does not deal separately with 

[-topic Of cancer 

Fig. 4 *0 

the two types of circles in this very brief conclu- 
sion, but  in eccentric circles the same reserva- 
tions which Were previously applied to conjunc- 
tion must now be extended to all other aspects. 
That  is, just as the point s of conjunction a r e  
not equally spaced so the other aspects will 
not be equally spaced, and the same applies to 
the time intervals. On concentric circles all aspects 
will repeat in definite positions with respect to 

the finite number of fixed points of conjunction, and the time intervals between 
successive occurrences of some given aspect will  always be equal. 

Proposition XXII 
Consimilia applicare ad idem mobile quod 
pluribus motibus moveretur. 

[How I to apply to one and the same 
mobile moved with several [simulta- 
neous~ motions propositions similar [to 
those previously demonstrated for two 
or more distinct mobile@ 

Heretofore every mobile was taken to have a unique motion, but in Proposition 
X X I I ,  ORESME investigates the case of a single mobile which can be assigned 
several motions simultaneously. 

The double motion of the sun--diurnal  and annual--serves as the basic 
illustration. In  Fig. 4 circle a is the tropic of Cancer (summer tropic) which 
describes daily a complete circulation. Let An (not shown in the figure), where n 
may  be any integer, be the first point of Cancer (the summer solstice) on circle a. 
Let B be the center of the Sun,which describes the ecliptic with a uniform" motion 
in a year .  Point d is imagined fixed in space and is the only point of contact 
between~circle a and the ecliptic. Therefore any point, A~, on circle a 41 will 

quolibet aspectu omnino similiter demonstrari sicut iam de coniunctionibus probata 
sunt" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 102r, c. 1). The term "aspectus trinus" refers to the three 
kinds of aspects, namely sextile, quartite,_and trinal. 

40 The figure appears in Vat.' lat. 4082, t02r, c. t in the lower margin. I have slightly 
altered both the figure and its position. 

41 ORESME speaks of a as the first point of Cancer, but fr0m the context it is clear 
that circ lea  is meant rather than some specific point a. Thus the first point of Cancer 
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serve as the first point  of Cancer when it is in d simultaneously with B, the center 
of the Sun. 

A t  the outset,  let us suppose tha t  A 1 and B are in d. Since the motions of 
A 1 and B are assumed commensurable,  their proport ion of motion is rational. 
I f  this propor t ion of mot ion is multiple, namely  n/1, where n is any  integer, B 
will always meet  the same point  A1 in d. Thus if circle a, bearing point  A~, should 
make  t00 circulations while B made only one, B would never meet  any  point  
other  than  A~ in d. 

If, however, the proport ion of motions is not  multiple, but  n is an integer p l u s  
a fraction, then the denominator  of the fraction will indicate the number  of dif- 
ferent points of circle a which B could meet  in d. For  example, should circle a 
complete 100½ circulations to one for B there wo-old be two fixed points, A 1 
and A 2, which B could meet  in d. This is easily seen if A 1 and B are now in d. 
After  100½ circulations of circle a point  A 1 will be opposite d since it will have 
gone ½ a circle beyond d. Another  point  A 2 will therefore meet  B in d. Following 
the next  t00½ circulations, A1 will once again meet  B in d, and A 2 will now be 
opposite d. This pa t te rn  will continue ad infinitum. 

In  general, the total  number  of points on circle a which can serve as first point 
of Cancer equals n in the fraction P m/n, where P is an integral number  of cir- 
culations and m/n represents an additional fractional par t  of a circulation with 
m <  n and both  are integers. The exact  order of the points through Which the 
Sun can en te r  the first point of Cancer can now be determined, and this can be 
done for any  other  point  or degree of the zodiac. 

From this analysis, ORESME concludes tha t  if the solar year were measured 
by  an integral number  of days ,  the Sun could enter the first point  of Cancer 
on one meridian only. If, however, the year has exact ly  365¼ days, there will 
be four equidistant  points on the tropical circle which can serve as the first point  
of Cancer. In  four years the Sun would have entered the {irst point of Cancer 
in each of the four points and the cycle would then repeat ad infinitum. Similar 
analyses could be made for the moon and planets. 

Where three or more motions are simultaneously involved in the movement  
of a single mobile they  must  be t reated two at a time, just as earlier propositions 
about  conjunctions where three or more mobiles were involved. 

Almost  the whole of the remainder of Proposition X X l I  is concerned with an 
interesting discussion about  the pat tern  of motion resulting from the diurnal and 
annual  motions of the Sun in opposite directions. ORESME asserts tha t  the center 
of the Sun would trace out a finite line but  lacking terminat ing pcdnts would not 
be circular (carens punctis terminant ibus ad modum linee circularis). 42 Rather  
it would trace a path  forming a series of spiral lines moving from the tropic of 
Cancer to the tropic of Capricorn and back again. 43 There would be as m a n y  

is not a unique point but can be any point on circle a which happens to meet B in d. 
I have therefore used A n to signify any point which might become the first point of 
Cancer. ORESME speaks of a and circle a indiscriminately but his meaning seems clear. 

42 Vat. lat. 4082, f. 102r, c. 2. 
43 The ultimate, and possibly immediate, source of ORESME'S spiral is a passage 

in PLATO'S Timaeus, 39A, B. PLATO mentions, briefly , that  a spiral would result 
from the two oppositely directed motions of any planet, namely the diurnal motion 
and its motions around the zadiac in an opposite direction. Sir THOMAS HEATH, in 

30* 
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indiv idual  tu rns  in  the spiral as there are days between the Sun 's  departure  from 
and  re turn  to the tropic of Cancer2 In  re turn ing  to the tropic of Cancer, newly 
formed spiral lines would interest  tl~ose which had been t raced in the downward 

s p i r a l  to the tropic of Capricorn. 
The proposit ion concludes with a discussion of the Great Year. ORESME 

holds tha t  a Great Year can apply to one mobile with several s imultaneous motions 
as well as to two or more celestial bodies. 4~ A Great  Year is equivalent  to a period 
of revolut ion for either two or more mobiles or to the several motions of a single 
mobile. For  all the planets  and  the sphere of the fixed stars, OREsME believes 
the period will be much greater t han  36,000 years, t h e  period which some say 

his Aristarchus of Samos (Oxford, 1913), p. t 69, explains the passage with reference 
to the diagram reproduced here (p. 160). 

"Suppose a planet to be at a cer ta inmoment  at the point F. I t  is carried by the 
motion of the Same [i.e. the circle of the celestial equator] about the axis GH, round 

6 

K .......... ~ D 

H 
l~ig. 5 

the circle F A E B .  At the same time it has its own 
motion along the circle FDEC. After 24 hours" accor- 
dingly it is not at the point F on the latter circle, but  
at a point some way from F on the arc FD. Similarly 
after the next 24 hours, it is at a point on FD furtheI 
from F;  and so on. Hence its complete motion is not in a 
circle on the sphere about GH as dfameter but  in a spiral 
described on it. After the planet has reached the point 
on the zodiac (as D) furthest from the equator it be- 
gins to approach the equator again, then crosses it, 
and then gets further away from it on the other side, 
until  it reaches the p0int on the zodiac furthest from 
the equator on that  side (as C). Consequently the spiral 
is included between the two small circles of the sphere 
which have KD, CL as diameters." I have added the 

bracketed phrase. HEATH'S account shows that  the planet never completes a full 
circle but  falls short because of the opposftely directed motions. This explains 
ORESME'S statement that  the. finite line traced out by the sun is not circular 
because it lacks terminating points. See also F. CORNEORD, Plato's Cosmology (New 
York. 1957), p. 112 for PLATO'S remarks, and p. 114 for CORNFORD'S commentary, 

This spiral was discussed by later writers such as THEON OF ALEXANDRIA, in his 
commentary on iDTOLEMY'S Almagest, AVERROES, AL-BITRUJI, and ALBERTLIS MAGNUS. 
For a discussion and precise cftations see FRANCIS J. CARMODY, A1-Bitruji, De motibus 
celorum. Critical Edition of the Latin Translation of Michael Scot (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, i952), pp. 52--54. 

44 "Unde quodlibet mobile pluribus motibus per se sumptum habet certain peri- 
odum que peracta renovatur iterum et sic infinities, et que potest vocari annus magnus 
istius mobilis. Consimiliter, quelibet duo mobilia celestia simul sumpta complent 
cursum suum certa periodo temporis, que transacta reincipiunt ut  prius, et sic de tribus, 
sive quotlibet~ Et potest dici annus magnus ipsorum, sicut dicunt quidam de sole et 
octava spera quod annus magnus ist~rum duorum est 36,000 anni solutes. Sed annus 
magnus omnium planetarum et octave spere esset valde multo maior. Et, breviter, 
si omnes motus cell sint commensurabiles invicem, neeesse est quod omnium simul 
sit una maxim a periodus qua, finita, renovatur non eadem sed similis vicibus infinitis, 
si mundus esset eternus" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. I02v, c. i). The concept of a Great Year 
was mentioned by PLATO (Timaeus 39D) and may antedate him. Attempts have 
beeri made to attribute to PLATO ~ Great Year of 36,000 years for all the planets 
and the ce!estial sphere (see HEATH, Aristarchus of Samos, pp. 171--172 and WIL- 
LIAM H. STAHL (translator), Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Seipio (New 
York, 1952) p. 221, note 3). 
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applies to the Sun and the sphere of the fixed stars. However this m a y  be, there 
will defini tely be a Great  Y e a r - - o r  more accurately Great Years- - i f  the celestial 
motions are commensurable  bu t  the Great Years will not  be identical  since they 
will occur in infinite different places. 45 

Proposition XXIII 
Si aliqua mobilia talia nunc .sunt con- If such mobiles should be in conjunction 
iuneta semper .distabunt commensurabi- now, they wil ! always be commensurably 
liter a puncto coniunctionis et inter se. distant from that  point of conjunction 

and from each other. 

In  Proposi t ion X X I I I  ORESME shows tha t  if three mobiles are present ly in con- 
junc t ion  their  respective angular  distances from t.he point  of conjunct ion will 
always be mu tua l l y  commensurable  as will the central  angles formed by  radii 
drawn from each mobile to the center. 

If each distance is measured by  a central  angle which subtends  an arc from 
the point  of conjunct ion to each mobile, then all the angles are commensurable.  
Or, if we s imply take the three central  angles formed by  the three mobiles these 
will also be commensurable.  

The basis for the proof lies in the assumpt ion that  the mobiles have com- 
mensurable  angular  velocities, and therefore in any  time whatever the angles 
and  arcal distances swept out by  the mobiles will be commensurab le .  

Proposition XXIV 
Si tria nunc sunt coniuneta, quandoque 
duo eorum precise erunt coniuncta ter- 
tium distabit ab ipsis secundum angulum 
commensurabilem recto, sive per [por- 
tionem] commensurabilem toti circulo. 

If three mobiles should be in conjunction 
now, then whenever two of these will be 
exactly in eonjunctiofi, the third will be 
distant from them by an angle which is 
commensurable to a right angle, or by a 
sector of the circle commensurable to the 
whole circle. 

This is a var ia t ion  of the preceding proposition. If three mobiles are now in 
conjunct ion  in a certain point,  then when any  two of them will be in conjunct ion 
in some other point,  the third mobile will be dis tant  from the other two by  an 
angle which is commensurable  to the whole circle. 

The places or points  in which any  two of these mobiles can conjunct  are equi- 
d is tant  (by Proposit ion X) and divide the circle into equal segments with equal 

45 The last line in the Latin passage cited in the preceding note--"qua,  finita, 
renova~ur non eadem sod similis vicibus infinitis, si mundus esset e ternus"-- is  unclear 
but  ORESME seems to mean that  if the world were eternal, with no beginning or end, 
a Great Year would begin and end in every successive position which the planets 
and eighth sphere occupy. The period would, however, be the same for every position. 
CORNFORD (Plato's Cosmology, p. t17) with reference to ~[ACROBIUS' Somnium Sci- 
pionis, says that  "since the celestial clock was never set going at any moment of time, 
there was never any original position to serve as starting-point. The period, avhatever 
it may be, is beginning and ending at every moment of thne." This is clearlv MACRO- 
BIUS' intent  for he says, "Then, just as we assume a solar year to be not onlv the period 
from the calmlds of January to the calends of January but from the second day of 
January to the second day of January or from any day of any month to the same day 
in the following year, so the world-year [i.e. Great YearJ begins when anyone chooses 
to have it begin . . . .  " (STAHL (tr.) Macrobius, p. 221). The brackets are miue. Om.s.~tt.: 
may have followed MXCROBI~:S since his statement seems to reflect the Iatter's remark. 
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central angles. Therefore, any one of these angles taken a certain integral r umber 
of times will equal the whole surfa.ce of the circle, namely four right angles. It  
follows that any one of theseangles is also commensurable to a right angle. 

Now when any two of the three mobiles conjunct in a point which is distant 
from the point where the three mobiles were in conjunction by a central angle 
equal to k, k must be commensurable to a right angle. But in the preceding pro- 
position it was shown that after conjunction of the three mobiles the angles 
separating them are mutually commensurable. Hence the angular distance 
separating the two mobiles in conjunction from the third mobile must be com- 
mensurable to angle k, and consequently to a right angle. Though not made 
explicit, it is obviously also commensurable to the whole circle. 

Proposit ion XXV 

Que proportiones motuum possint p e r  
fractiones physicas adequari, quibus sci- 
licet utuntur astrologi sive punctualiter 
tabularii, et clue non assignare. 

[How] to de te rmine  which proport ions 
of mot ions  can be compared  by  means  of 
physical  fractions, namely  those which 
as t ronomers  use or punc tua l ly  tabulate ,  
and those which cannot  be so compared.  

The final Proposition, XXV, of part one is essentially an application of Proposi- 
tion III  to some of the subsequent propositions. 

From Propositions X, XI, XVII, XIX, and XXI, it is clear that with com- 
mensurable motions there will be a certain fixednumber of conjunctions or aspects. 
The whole circle can be divided into as many equal parts as there are fixed points 
of conjunction (Proposition X). But if, after having divided the circle into equal 
parts, we divide the circle again into equal parts such that none of t'lae points of the 
second division coincide with any of the fixed points of conjunction, it would be 

• impossible to  determine the f ixed points of conjunction by means of the second 
division, no matter  how minutely the circle is divided in that  second division. 

For example, if there are seven fixed points by which the sun could enter the 
first point of Cancer (see Proposition XXII),  or any o t h e r  sign, these points 
could not be found by use of the common astronomical tables based on division 
of 60. Indeed, if the circle were divided into parts equal to t/7 ~, where n - - l ,  2, 
3 . . . . .  there would be/no points in common with a division by 60 because the term 
immediately following t in the division by 7, namely 7, is prime to 60 (see Pro- 
position II). 

The astronomer, however, does not expect precise punctual knowledge of a 
conjunction. He is satisfied if he can determine that  a conjunction occurs within 
a particular degree, minute, or second; or he is'content if his error is not detectable 
by sight with some instrument, as 

Part II. Incommensurable  velocit ies  

As mentioned previously, the velocities of the mobiles in Part  II  are assumed 
to be mutually incommensurable. 

46 "Sufficit, famen, astrologo quod coniunctio sit in tali gradu, vel in tali minuto,' 
vel secundo, et tunc licet ignoret in quo puncto illius minuti. Aut sufficit quod error 
ipsius astrologi non deprehendaturper visium cum aliquo instrumento" (Vat. lat. 4082, 
f. 102v, c. 2). 
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Proposition I 
Si duo tal ia  mobilia incommensurabil i ter  If  two such mobiles have been moved 
mota,  nunc sint coniuncta numquam alias incommensurably and should now con- 
in puncto eodem coniungentur, junct,  they will never conjunct in the 

same point  a t  other times. 
By  means  of an indirect  proof,  ORESME, in the  first  propos i t ion  shows t ha t  two 
mobiles  now in conjunc t ion  at  some po in t  will never  conjunct  there  again  if t hey  
are m o v e d  incommensurab ly .  

Let  mobi les  A and B be in conjunc t ion  in poin t  d. In  order  to conjunct  again  
in d each mobile  mus t  Complete, in the  same t ime in terval ,  an in tegra l  number  of 
circulat ions.  If  A makes  e and  B g c i rcula t ions  respect ively ,  we have Sa/S b = e/g 
where S is d is tance  and e and  g rela te  the  d is tances  numerical ly .  But  when 
Ta=Tb,  the  veloci t ies  are re la ted  as the  d is tances  so t h a t  VJEo=S~/So .and  
consequent ly  VJV~= e/g. Since e and  g are integers,  the  velocit ies mus t  be 
commensurab le  and  this  is con t r a ry  to  the  assumpt ion  t ha t  t hey  are incommensur-  
able. They  will, therefore,  not  conjunct  in d. 

Similar ly ,  one can demons t r a t e  t ha t  A and  B were never  in conjunct ion  in d 
pr ior  to the i r  present  con junc t ion .  Since i t  is obvious t ha t  A and B conjunct  in d 
only  once, the i r  per iod  of revolu t ion  m a y  be said to be infinite,  a l though it seems 
more accura te  to s ay  t h a t  t hey  have  no per iod  a t  all. 47 

This proof appl ies  to any  as t ronomica l  aspect  where the  mot ions  are incom- 
mensurable .  

Proposition II 
Si duo sint nunc coniuncta, numquam 
alias coniungentur in pu,ncto dis tant i  a 
puncto in quo sunt per  par tem circuli 
commensurabilem suo toti. 

If two mobiles should now be in conjunc- 
tion, they will never conjunct in a point 
tha t  is separated from the point in which 
they are now by par t  of the circle com- 
mensurable to the whole circle. 

In  Propos i t ion  I I ,  ORESME demons t ra t e s  t ha t  if two mobiles  moving  incommen-  
su rab ly  are in con junc t ion  in some point ,  t hey  will never  conjunct  in another  point  
whose d i s tance  from the first  is commensurab le '  to the  whole circle. For  if the  
mobiles  d id  conjunct  in such a poin t  t hey  would have t r aversed  a cer ta in  number  
of c i rculat ions  plus a pa r t  of the  circle commensurab le  to the  whole. But  in so 
doing t h e y  would have  t r ave r sed  commensurab le  distances,  and  consequent ly  
have  m o v e d  wi th  commensurab le  velocit ies.  This,  again,  is con t r a ry  to the  sup- 
posi t ion t ha t  the i r  veloci t ies  are incommensurable .  We can app ly  this  to any  
aspect  and  to the  past, as well as the  future.  

I t  follows from all th is  t h a t  the  d is tance  be tween p rox ima te  points  of con- 
junc t ion  is incommensurable ,  and  t ha t  the  t imes  between two such p rox ima te  
conjunc t ions  are incommensurable .  

Proposition III 
Numquam, altero eorum existente in 
puncto in quo nunc sunt, ambo ipsa 
dis tabunt  per  par tem circulo commen- 
surabilem. 

When one of the two mobiles is on the 
point in which they are now, both mobiles 
will never b .  separated by a part  [of the 
circle] commensurable to the Ewhole] circle. 

Should  one of the  two mobiles  occupy  the  poin t  in which they  were once in con- 
junct ion,  the  dis tance,  or sector  of the  circle which now separa tes  them will not  

47 " E s t  igitur revolutio eorum infinita, et verius loquendo nulla es t "  (Vat. lat. 
4082, f. 103r, c. I). 
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be commensurable to the whole circle. If A and B were once in conjunction in d, 

it follows that wh~nA arrives again at d after some integral number of circulations, 
B, since it can never again conjunct with A in d, will have traversed some part of 
the circle incommensurable to the whole circle. For if not, B would have traversed 
a total distance commensurable to the distance traveled by A, which is contrary 
to the assumption that their velocities are incommensurable. Therefore, A and B 
are separated by a part of the circle incommensurable to the whole circle and 
they form a central angle which must also be incommensurable to a right angle 
and to any aspect (such as sextile, quartile, trinal) commensurable to a right angle. 

Finally, these mobiles never have been, nor will be, in conjunction in any points 
separated by a distance commensurable to the whole circle. 

Proposition IV 
Nulla est circuli tam parva portio in qua There is no sector of a circle so small 
talia duo mobilia non Coniungantur in that two such mobiles would not con- 
posterum et in qua non fuerunt aliquando junct in it at some future time, and in 
coniuncta, which they did not formerly conjunc t. 

Devoting further attention to part of the circle, ORESME, in Proposition IV, 
demonstrates that there is no part, or sector of a circle so small that two mobiles 

o' k moving incommensurably have not been in conjunction 
g . there in the past, and will not conjunct there in the 

• future. 
Let two mobiles, d and B, be in conjunction in 

point d, and suppose that e is. the first point of con- 
junction after departure of A and B from d. Since the 
motions of A and B are respectively uniform, it follows 
that between any two successive conjunctions equal 
time intervals elapse and equal distances are t r a -  

• Fig. 6,* versed. The arcal distance between the points 'of any 
two successive conjunctions will, therefore, be equal. 

In Fig. 6, arc de represents the distance between the first and second points 
of conjunction, and arc e / the  distance between the second and third points of 
conjunction where arc de=a rc  el. From what has been said in the preceding 
paragraph any two successive points of conjunction will be separated by arcs 
equal to arc de and the successive conj unctions will occur after equalintervals of time. 

Now by Proposition II, Part II,  arc de must be incommensurable to the whole 
circle because the velocities of A and B are incommensurable. As successive • con- 
junctions occur a series of arcs all equal to de will be laid off around the circle• 
beginning from d, We may represent this sequence of equal arcs by de1, de2, 
de3, de 4 . . . .  , de n. These successive arcs cannot terminate in d because arc de is 
incommensurable to the whole circle, a° and consequently after as many arcs 
have been marked off as can be accomodated in the first sequence of conjunctions 
around the circle, some arc, say des; will lap the circle and cross beyond d into 
de 1 terminating at some point g. 

as This figure is added for convenience and does not appear in the manuscripts. 
49 Another reason they could not terminate in d is that two conjunctions can never 

occu ¢~twice in the same point when the velocities are incommensurable (Prop. I, Part I1). 
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Continuing f rom poin t  g a second  t ime  a round  the  circle; furt t ler  conjunct ions  
will m a r k  off a n o t h e r  sequence of arcs  equal  to de. But  now all  of t he ' p r ev ious  
arcs of the  first  divis ion will be subdiv ided  in to  smal ler  arcs none of which exceeds 
the  grea ter  of the  two arcs into which de[ has been d iv ided  a t  g. Thus  if g should 
be more  t h a n  half  way  th rough  de 1 arc dg> arc ge; bu t  if less than  ha l fway  arc dg< 
arc ge. 50 

Upon  cofl iplet ion of the  second sequence of conjunct ions  a round  the circle  
some arc, say  de,o, will t e rmina te  in de 1 at  poin t  k, where arc dk < arc dg. Assum- 
ing t h a t  arc d k >  arc  kg, no arc of the  circle will exceed a rd  dk af ter  the  e n t i r e  
circle has  been d iv ided  into arcs equal  to de for the  th i rd  t ime a round  beginning  
this  t ime,  however ,  f rom poin t  k. 

Since this  process can be con t inued  ad inf ini tum and  assuming an e t e rn i ty  
of mot ion  in the  pas t ,  there  would  be an infini te  number  of poin ts  of conjunc t ion  
d iv id ing  the  circle into inf in i te ly  small  arcs, and  ye t  any  two consecut ive con- 
junc t ions  are s epa ra t ed  b y  an arc equal  to de. All this  shows t h a t  however  small  
the  arcs of the  circle become they  can never  become so small  t h a t  mobi les  A 
and  B could not  conjunct  there.  Mobiles A and  B will be in conjunct ion  an infini te 
number  of t imes  bu t  never  twice in thg same point .  51 

ORESME says  nex t  t ha t  if we connect  the  points  o f  conjunct ion  in the i r  order  
of occurrence- - i .e . ,  connect  poin ts  t and  2 of arc de 1, points  2 and 3 of  arc de s, 
points  3 and 4 of arc de s; and so on a round  the  circle ad inf ini tum l inking the 
successive arcs de1. . ,  oo-- ,  we shall  have  an infini te number  of equal  angles mu-  
t ua l l y  intersect ing.  53 A n y  one of these  angles will b e  incommensurab le  to a r ight  

50 ORESME does not Consider both alternatives, b u t  supposes arbi t rar i ly  that  no 
arc will exceed arc dg after all the arcs equal to de have be'en marked off the second 
t ime around. This is true, however, onlY if arc dg > arc ge. 

~1 "Ergo  nulla erit  *am parva portio quirt aliquando coniungatur in futurum in 
aliquo puncto illius quod est propositum, et ira de preteri to e terni ta te  motuum. 
Unde in tal i  circulo coniungentur  A et B infinities et semper in novo puncto per  pri- 
mare conclusionem huius partis,  et equaliter distabi t  secundus punctus a primo et 
ter t ius  a secundo, et sic de al i is"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 103v, c. 1). 

53 , ,Et protrahendo lineam de primo ad secundum, et de secundo ad tertium, el: 
sic deinceps describeretur in circulo una figura infinitorum angulorum equalium se 
invicem secantium. E t  quilibet talis angulus erit incom- ~ a' 
mensurabilis recto, ut  faciliter probaretur.  Ergo nulla pars 
circuli carebit  in perpetuum istis angulis sed inter que- 
cumque puncta circumferentie fierent infiniti tales anguli m 
ira quod per equali tatem istorum ang, ulorum, et equedi- ~ e 
s tant iam ipsorum, et  multiplicationem eorum in infinitum 
posset demonstrar i  de quacumque par te  circuli " (Vat. 
lat .  4082, I. 103 v, c. 1 ). The ~Vatican manuscript  has two 
figureswhich apply  to parts  of Proposition IV One of ~hem 
(bottom of f. t03v, c. t) seems appropriate  to the present 
passage but  appears incomplete and Figure 7 has been 
expanded to remedy the deficiencies. ¢ 

By linking the successive and equidistant  points of Fig. 7 
conjunction a series o! equal angles is produced. Thus 
if the points of conjunction in successive order of occurrence are d, e, g, h, k, l, m, p, 
and so forth, then angles deg, egh, ghk, hkl, klm, lmp, are. equal, and so ad infinitum. 
The phrase "infinite number of equal angles mutual ly  intersect ing" seems to apply  
to the legs of the equal angles criss-crossing ill the figure. 
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angle 53 and between any two points of the circle there will be an infinite number 
of such equal angles so that no part of the circle will be without them. 

ORES•E expresses amazement and wonder at the paradoxical nature of the 
results derived from motions which are both incommensurable and yet regular 
or uniform. 54 From such a combination--incommensurability, and regularity-- 
propositions are deduced which permit us to utter remarks such as "rational 
irrationality," "regular difformity, ~' "uniform disparity," and "harmonious 
discord." He was apparently deeply impressed by the fact that  incommensurable 
but regular motions could produce successive conjunctions at equal time and 
distance intervals, and also create a complete lack of order in  the sense that no 
conjunctions could ever occur twice in the same point, and where all of the angles 
are incommensurable to the circle as a whole. 

But he adds what must have been the most striking paradox when he goes 
on to say that in dividing the circle repeatedly by equal arcs (i.e., arc de) represent- 
ing successive conjtfnction points, no part of the circle would remain Undivided 
if we suppose the motions to have continued through an eternity of time in the 
past. Looking to the future, it is equally true that no part of the circle will remain 
undivided if the regular motions of the mobiles continue through an infinite ft~ture 
time. And yet no point of conjunction which served as a division point in the past 
can serve as one in the future because conjunctions will never occur twice in the 
same point. But if because of the infinite number of past conjunctions, (t) no 
part of the circle remained undivided in the past, and (2) no conjunction can occur 
twice in the same point, how can there be an infinite number of points in which 
conjunctions must occur in the future since this impliesthat  there are still an 
infinite number of parts which are undivided by any point of conjunction. But 
this seems to contradict the assertion that no parts of the circle remained undivided 
in the infinite past. This is the paradox and it depends upon assuming two in- 
finite times, past and future, separated by the present. 

ORES~iE then adds a third infinite set of points which includes all those points 
removed from any of the points of conjunction by angular distances commensur- 
able to the whole circle. In the second conclusion, it was demonstrated t h a t  
conjunctions cannot occur in such points. There must, however, be an infinite 
number of them. 

Proposition V 
Quolibet puncto coniunctionis dato, in With respect to any given poin t of con- 
infinitum prope punctum huiusmodi too- junction, mobiles will conjunct infinitely 
bilia coniungentur et in infinitum prope close to that poiot, and' already did con- . . , "  • . 

fuerunt coniuncta, junct infinitely near that point. 

53 See preceding note for the text. After'a digression outlined in the next para- 
graph (above), ORESME concludes Proposition IV with aproof  of the assertion that 
any of these inscribed angles will be incommensurable to a.right angle. He specifically 
demonstrates that angle deg (see Figure 7) is incommensurable to a right angle starting 
from the proof in Proposition II, Part II  where it was shown tha~. angle doe must be 
incommensurable tO the whole circle. 

54 ,, Diligens theologus spectare potest modum mirabilem quo ex incommensurabili- 
tate et regularitate motuum oritur quedam ut ita dicam rationalis irrationalitas, 
regularis difformitas, uniformis disparitas, discordia concors" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 
103v, c. 1). 
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Relying on Proposition IV, ORESME demonstrates in Proposition V that for any 
given point of coniunction the mobiles "will be, and have been in conjunction" 
infinitely close to that point. 

If d is the given point, and c is a nearby point of conjunction, there will be a 
conjunction between them by Proposition IV. And if some point / i s  assigned 
halfway between d and c, there will be conjunctions between d and / ,  and so on 
infinitely. 

The phrase "will be, and have been, in conjunction . . . "  is based on the dis- 
cussion in Proposition IV where past and future infinites were distinctly separated. 

Proposition VI 
Possibile est tria, vel plura, nunc coniunc- I t  is possible that three or more mobiles, 
ta alias coniungi quorum quodlibet re- with mutually incommensurable motions, 
spectu cuiuslibet movetur incommen- are now in conjunction and will conjunct 
surabiliter, again at other times. 

ORESME now moves to a consideration of three or more mobiles each of which is 
moved  incommensurably with respect to the others. I t  is possible that three 
such mobiles now in conjunction, could conjunct again in some other point. 

Assume that mobiles A,'~B, and C are in point d. By taking two mobiles at 
a time, say A and B, it dan, be shown that they must conjunct, at a later time, 
in some other point e, since their velocities, though uniform,' are unequal. Now 
arc de must be incommensurable to the whole circle by Proposition II, Part II.  
Before A and B will conjunct in e, each will have completed a certain number of 
circulations with respect to d plus arc de. For example, if A should complete 
7 circulations and B 5 with respect to d, there must then be added to each number 
of circulations arc de so the mobiles will conjunct in e. But arc de is incommen-  
surable to the whole circle and when added to 7 and 5 circulations, respectively, 
will make these distances mutually incommensurable. In the same way B and C 
could leave d and conjunct in e since C might make 3 circulations plus arc de while 
B makes 5 plus arc de. Should this happen all three mobiles will simultaneously 
conjunct in e. 

Indeed, though unexpressed in this proposition, ORES~.E h o l d s t h a t  these  
mobiles will conjunct in an infinite number of different points. This emerges in 
Proposition IX, Part II, where ORESIVlE cites Proposition VI as support for the 
contention that three mobiles can conjunct an infinite number of times ~5 which 
is equivalent to asserting that it occurs in an infinite number of different points. 

Proposition VII 
Possibile est quod sint tria aut plura nunc 
coniuncta quorum quilibet motus sunt 
incommensurabiles que numquam poc 
te~unt alia vice coniungi. 

It  is possible that there be three or more 
mobiles with mutually incommensurable 
motions which are now i~l conjunction 
but can never conjunct in another place. 

In this proposition conditions are assumed which would produce the negation 
of Proposition VI. That is, three or more mobiles moving with mutually incom- 

~5 Referring to three mobiles, ORESME says "quod autem infinities possint con- 
iungi patet ... de motis incommensurabiliter per sextam huius,' (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 
104r, c. 2). See also Proposition vii,  Part II. 
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mensurab le  veloci t ies  and  now in conjunct ion  in some po in t  will never coniunct  - 
in any  o ther  point .  ORESME remarks ,  in effect, t ha t  b y  the  a s sumpt ion  of one set 
of specific m u t u a l l y  incommensurab le  veloci t ies  i t  will follow t h a t  the  mobi les  
would conjunct  an inf ini te  number  of t imes,  while from ano the r  set t h e y  will 
not  conjunc t  an inf ini te  number  of t i m e s 5 6 - - i n d e e d  t hey  would  only  Conjunct 
once. 

In  his demons t r a t i on  of Propos i t ion  vi i ,  0 ~ S M E  relies on concepts  es tabl i shed  
in Propos i t ion  II, p a r t  I, where different  possible modes  of divis ion of a con t inuum 
were discussed.  I t  was shown t h a t  i t  is possible to  d ivide  a con t inuum according 
to different  propor t iona l i t ies ,  such t h a t  • no p o i n t - - e x c e p t  the  f i r s t - - s e rves  as a 
po in t  of d iv i s ion  in another .  ORESME the~i confined his a t t en t ion  to  ra t iona l  
propor t iona l i t ies ,  bu t  now he concent ra tes  o n a  con t inuum d iv ided •by  i r ra t iona l  
propor t ional i t ies .  

As wi th  r a t iona l  propor t ional i t ies ,  there  are  some i r ra t iona l  p ropor t iona l i t i es  
which do share  common points ,  and  o thers  which do not.  As an example  of i r ra-  
t iona l  p rop0r t iona l i t i es  which share common points ,  O~ESME cites (2~/t) ~ and  
(8~/t) ~ where'  n = l ,  2, 3, . - . ,  and  only  the  po in ts  r ep re sen ted  b y  (2~/1) s~ and  

/ . . . 

(8~/1) ~ are common to bo th  propor t ]onaht les .  Two propor t iona l i t i e s  which do 
not  share a n y  common points ,  e x c e p t  the  ini t ia l  po in t  represented  b y  t ,  are 
(2½/1) 2 and  (3½/t) ". 5~ 

56 , , . . .  i ta  quod ex quadam incommensurabil i tate sequitu r ipsa infinities coniungi, 
et ex alia non sequi tur"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t04r, c. 1). 

5~ After  briefly summarizing the key points of Proposition 1I, Par t  I, namely 
tha t  a continaum could be divided in one way by  rational proportionalit ies which 
Share common points, and in another by  proportionali t ies which do not  share common 
points, ORESlVI~ goes on to apply  this to irrat ional  proportionalities.  He says "£i 
proportionali tates essen t communicantes [the reference is to rational proportionalities] 
eodem modo necesse est esse de proport ionali tat ibus secundum proportiones irrationa- 
les. Si enim una sit secundum medieta tem dqple, et alia secundum medieta tem octuple, 
tunc sunt communicantes. Seal sit una fiat  secundUm medie ta tem duple, et alia 
secundum medieta tem triple, tunc sunt incommunicantes"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 104 r, c. 1 ). 

In  medieval  mathematical  terminology medietas duple often means - -as  i t  clearly 
does here--({)½, medietas octuple, ({)½, and so forth. The above passage must  be 
interpreted analogically to the division by  rat ional  proportionalit ies in Proposition II, 
Par t  t, Thus to divide a given rectilinear continuum according to a proport ional i ty  
of medietas duple, tha t  is (2½/1) ~, we divide the continuum,successively into 2½ equal 
parts,  2 equal parts  (i.el 2]), 2~ equal parts, 4 equal parts  (i.e. 2~), and so on. The 
parts  will, of course, become smaller and smaller. By ORESME'S special use of [he term 
commensurabilis, which is found in his earlier t reat ise De proportionibus proportionurh, 
all the parts  of the successive divisions will be equal and commensurable (see Foot-  
note 60 below) because they  are in the same geometric series and have rat ional  expo- 
nents. 

Now when the same continuum is divided by  the other irrational geometric pro- 
port ional i ty  (8½/1) ~, there will be common points. For example, when it  is divided 
into 2~ and 8~ equal parts  all the points coincide for each divides into eight equal 
parts. In  t h e  two proportionalit ies selected as illustrations by  ORESME, there are 
common points only where part icular  terms of each of the proportiona!ities can be 
expanded to rational numbers. 

In  the second case, the successive divisions of the two irrational proportionali t ies 
share no common points because the base terms, 2 and 3, are prime to each other. 
This holds even when part icular  terms of the respective proportionalit ies are expanded 
to rational numbers. 
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ORESME tu rns  next  to considering a circular con t inuum where two such 

series of inf ini te  numbers  are incommensurab ly  d is tant  bu t  will nev.er share 
any  common points.  Let us suppose t ha t  there are three mobiles, A, B, and  C 
which are now in con junc t ion  in point  d (Fig. 85s). 
Subsequent  points  of conjunc t ion  for A and  B :  
will be in points  e and  f. Points  e and  [, says OR- 
ESME, mus t  be equid is tan t  because, as always, the 
mot ions  of the mobiles, though different, are 
respectively uniform. Hence arc de equals arc el. 
Final ly ,  0RESME sets the ratio of the whole circle 
to arc de as (3 : 2) lh/t. 59 

Mobiles B and  C, after depar t ing  from d, will 
conjunc t  next  in g, and  then  h, and  so on, where 
arc dg equals arc gh and, indeed, all of the arcs 

d 

(A,8]f ~ "  
Fig .  8 ~8 

formed b y  the successive conjunct ions  of B and C equal arc dg. The ratio 
of the whole circle to arc dg is (4:3)½/1. 

These two ratios, namely  (~)½ and  ({)~, are incommensurable  i r rat ional  pro- 
portions, which ORES•E says he has already shown in his treatise De pr@ortionibus 

5s This figure appears in Vat. lat. 4082, f. 103v, c. 2, lower margin. 
59 The text setting out the data for this portion of the proposition is as follows: 

"Verbi  gratia, posito quod A et B, que nunc sunt  in d, postea coniungentur in e deinde [, 
tunc d e /  e t i am equaliter distant per regularitatem motuum. Sitque totus circulus 
ad arcum de in mediate proportionis sexquialtere" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 104r, c. 1), As 
A and B move through successive conjunctions the distance separating any,  two 
successive conjunctions equals arc de which, in turn, equals a 1/(3:2)~ part  of the entire 
circle. Moreover, this is just  what ORESME means by dividing a circle according to 
some irrational proportionality. Conjunctions continue to occur ad in/initum and 
as the mobiles move round and round they leave a never ending sequence of equally 
spaced points. As this continues the points crowd together but  any two successive 
conjunctions are equidistant and in th issense  the circle is divided into equal parts. 
Now this is analogous to dividing a finite rectilinear continuum into as many equal 
parts as any one of the terms of the given proportionality. For example, if the pro- 
portionality is (_~)n and n =  3, the continuum can be divided into twenty-seven equal 
parts, and the immediate task of "division is then completed, although, of course, it 
may be continued ad in[initum, by making n = 4; then 5 and so on. 

There are, however, important  differences not ment ioned--and perhaps undetected 
- - b y  ORESME. The division of a circuIar continuum is, as we have seen, never com- 
pleted if the motions are incommensurable, whereas in a rectilinear continuum even if 
the proportionality were irrational the continuum could be theoretically completed 
in the manner  discussed in Footnote 57, and in the preceding paragraph. 

Another difference is that  every successive term in any geometric proportionality 
will succeed in dividing a rectilinear continuum into a greater number of smaller equal 
parts. But in a circular continuum not every successive term of every geometric pro- 
portionality is capable of dividing the circle into equal parts (in the sense described 
above in this note) without violating previous propositions. Using the example above, 
the geometric series is [(3:2)½/I] n, and when n = t a situation described in the first 
paragraph of this note obtains. But when n = 2 the' ratio of the whole circle to the 
distance separating any two successive conjunctions would be 3:2/I .  Therefore, the 
distance separating any two successive conjunctions is -~ of ~ circle. But { of a circle 
is commensurable to the whole circle and this is contrary to Proposition II, Part  II, 
where it is demonstrated that  any two mobiles moving incommensurably cannot 
conjunct in any point removed from a previous point of conj unction by a distance com- 
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proportion~m, so Consequent ly ,  no point ,  except  d, can be a common poin t  o f  
con junc t ion  for A, B, and  C, since all po in ts  of conjunc t ion  for A and  B w i l l  
differ from those for B and  C. The three  mobi les  have  not  been, and  never  will 
be in con junc t ion  in any  o ther  po in t  except  d where t h e y  con junc ted  on ly  once 
and  this  is wha t  was to be demons t ra t ed .  

Propos i t ion  V I I  is r e a l l y  an extens ion of Propos i t ion  IV from two to th ree  
mobiles.  The  condi t ions  es tab l i shed  for a pa i r  of mobiles  in the  l a t t e r  p ropos i t ion  
were t h a t  be tween any  two successive po in ts  of con junc t ion  the  arcs were equal ,  
and  each was incommensurab le  to  the  whole circle. In  Propos i t ion  V I I  the  same 
condi t ions  are appl ied  to  three  mobi les  sor ted  into  two pairs .  

Proposition VIII 
Si fuerint t r ia  vel plura nunc coniuncta 
que omnia commensurabili ter  moveantur  
preter  unum cuius motus sit aliis in- 
commensurabilis, numquam alias con- 
iungentur nec alia vice fuerunt con- 
iuncta. 

If three or more mobiles should now con- 
junct  and they  are moved commensurably,  
except one whose motion is incommen- 
surable to the others, they  will never con- 
junct  a t  other times nor did they conjunct 
in another  place. 

Once again  mobiles  A,  B, and  C are in con junc t ion  in d, b u t  in Propos i t ion  V I I I  
A and B are t a k e n  to  move  wi th  commensurab le  velocit ies,  and  B and  C incom- 
mensurab ly .  F r o m  this  da ta ,  ORESME demons t r a t e s  t h a t  A, B, and  C will never  
conjunct ,  and  have  never  been in con junc t ion  in any  o ther  point .  

Since A and  B are m o v e d  commensu rab ly  i t  follows f rom a corol lary  of 
Propos i t ion  X, P a r t  I,  t ha t  any  poin t  in whick  A and  B con junc t  mus t  be r emoved  
from poin t  d b y  a d is tance  commensurab le  to  t h e  whole circle.S1 But  B and  C, 
on the  o ther  hand,  move  wi th  m u t u a l l y  incommensurab le  veloci t ies  and  are 
removed  from d b y  a d is tance  incommensurab le  to  the  whole circle (Proposi t ion II, 
P a r t  II). Therefore  A, B, and  C cannot  have  had,  nor  could t h e y  have,  any  com- 
mon po in t  of conjunc t ion  o ther  t han  po in t  d. 

Proposition IX 

Omnia t r ia  aut  plura mobilia aut  num- Any three or more mobiles will in an 
quam simul, aut  semel solum, aut  in- eternal t ime either never conjunct, con- 
finities toto e te rno tempore  coniungentur, junct  only once, or conjunct an infinite 

number  of times. 

Drawing  on a I{umber of ear l ier  proposi t ions ,  ORESME shows in Propos i t ion  I X ,  
t h a t  in all cases where three  or more mobi les  are moving  commensu rab ly  or  

mensurable to the whole circle. Presumably,  in order  to avoid this dilemma, ORESME 
would have to select an irrational proport ional i ty  with an irrational exponent. This 
would prevent  any rational numbers from appearing ~n the series when any of the 
terms were expanded. For  example, [(3 : 2)q/t ] n, where q is irrational and n is the sequence 
of natural  numbers. 

so See p. 305, 306, of my  article cited in Footnotel t .  ORESME distinguished be- 
tween irrational proportions which were mutual ly  comlrlensurable and those mutual ly  
incommensurable. Any two irrational proportions which could be related by a rat ional  
exponent were commensurable, if not they were incommensurable. Thus ({)½ and 
({)~ are commensurable because they can be related by  the rat ional  exponent ~ in 
the form (~)~ = [({)½].~. But in ORESME'S example, (~)~ and a 1 _. (~).~ cannot be so related 
and are incommensurable. 

61 Proposition X, Par t  I, showed tha t  a circle could be divided into as many equal 
parts  as there are points of conjunction. Hence the distance from d of any point  of 
conjunction must  be commensurable to the whole circle. 
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incommensurably, there are only three possibilities for the number of conjunctions 
which may occur through an eternal past and future time. 

On the basis of previous propositions, three mobiles will either (1) never 
conjunct, (2) conjunct only once, or (3) conjunct an infinite number of times. 
Any finite number of conjunctions commencing with two is consequently im- 
possible. 

In proposition XlI, Part I, ORESME says he demonstrated that three or more 
mobiles moving with commensurable motions might, under certain conditions, 
never conjunct. The same thing might obtain for mobiles moving incommensur- 
ably and here he cites Proposition vi i ,  Part I I . ~  Propositions VII  and vi i i ,  
Part II, are cited for those cases in which only one conjunction is possible where 
the motions are incommensurable. ~ No propositional counterpart is cffed for 
commensurable motions producing only one conjunction. For an infinite number 
of conjunctions Proposition XlV, Part I, supports the claim for commensurable 
motions, and Proposition VI, Part II, for incommensurable motions. 

ORESME now furnishes reasons why 'there cannot be a finite number of con- 
junctions greater than one. Even if three or more mobiles, moving with com- 
mensurable velocities, should conjunct in a finite number of points in a circle, 
the sequence of conjunctions through an eternal past and future time will repeat 
itself infinitely in an identical manner, since the  motions of the mobiles are 
respectively uniform. And if the mobiles are moved with incommensurable ve- 
locities there will also be an infinite number of conjunctions, except that unlike 
the case with commensurable motions, there will be an infinite number of points 
of conjunction but only one possible conjunction in each of them. 

Proposition X 

Si tria aut plura mobilia incommensur- If three or more mobiles should be moved 
abiliter moveantur, numquam essent ita incommensurably, t h e y  would never be 
propinqua quirt aliquando sint propin- so close that they could not be ever so 
quiora quantumlibet ill infinitum, much closer into infinity. 

The problem of how close three or more mobiles can approach short of a con- 
junction is dealt  with in Proposition X. There, ORESME asserts that  if three or 
more mobiles are moving incommensurably, n0 matter how small a space encom- 
passesothem, they can, at other times, approximate even closer to one another 
without moving into actual conjunction. 

Let d be a point in which at one time mobiles A, B, and C have been in con- 
junction, and consequently will never conjunct there again. Both A and B will 
_ _ ~ -  . 

e~ ,, Quod possibile sit ipsa numquam coniungi de commensurabiliter motis pater 
per 12 am prime partis. Et idem pater contingere de incommensurabiliter motis quod 
patet etiam satis per septimam huius, quia possibile est quod puncta in quibus ./1 et B 
coniungentur et puncta in quibus B e t  C coniungentur non communicent, nec in uno, 
nec in pluribus" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 104r, c. 2). Nowhere in Proposition VII does 
ORESME say that there might possibly be no conjunctions whatever. In citing it as 
support for this contention, he seems to be inferring that this would be possible if 
the mobiles did not begin from conjunction. In that event, as he says in the passage 
quoted, they might not share one or more points. 

e3 , , S e d  quod possint coniungi toto eterno tempore soium semel, demonStratum 
est per duas conclusiones immediate precedentes [ i .e .  VII and VlIIj" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 
104r, c. 2). 
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individually move from d to d an infinite number of times and the times in which 
they respectively complete one circulation are incommensurable. Furthermore, 
since the velocities of A and B are unequal, and incommensurable, it will happen 
that  at some time A will be in d and a short time later B will arrive in d; but at 
some other time B will arrive in d within a still shorter interval of time after A 
was in d. The t ime elapsing between the entry of A, and then B, into point d 
can become less and less, and A and B will come closer and closer to each other 
with reference to d. No matter how close they come, however, the intervening 
distance can become smaller at another time. The same may be said for C w i t h  
reference to A and B respectively.84 

In this way the three mobiles can approach ever closer together for no matter 
how small a space embraces them it can become still smaller. The ever diminish- 
ing approximation is similar to the way in which no part of the arc, in Proposi- 
tion IV, Part ii,05 remains undivided through an eternal time. There, i t  will be 
recalled, it was shown that between any two points of conjunction, no matter how 
close, other conjunctions can take place so that the arcal distance between any 
two adjacent points of conjunction is continually diminished. 

I t  is now clear that the proximity possible between mobiles, short of actual 
conjunction, depends on whether the motions are commensurable or incommen- 
surable. Earlier, in Proposition XlII, Part I, it was shown that there is a mini- 
mum distance of approximation for two mobiles moving commensurably. For 
mobiles moving incommensurably there can be no minimum distance. 

Proposition X terminates with ORESME applying the results to planetary 
motions. We could suppose that the motions of all, or several planets, are mutually 
incommensurable, but at the least let Us assume that no three planets have their 

D 

motions mutually commensurable. For three such planets, this condition is 
compatible with any two of them moving commensurably and the others incom- 
mensurably. 66 Should such conditions obtain it would follow that the planets 
involved could, at some time or other, occupy the same degree, and at another 
time the same minute, and at yet a different time the same second, and so forth. 
But however small the space becomes, the three or more planets will never, exactly 
conjunct. 67 

~4 , , E r g o  aliquando quando A erit in d parvum tempus deficiet quando B sit in d. 
Ergo, essent saris propinqua, et adhuc aliquando minus tempus postea deficiet quando 
B sit in d. Propter istam incommensurabilitatem, ergo, adhuc essent propinquiora, 
et sic. in infinitum. Et eodem modo diceretur de C mobili respectu utriusque istorum 
sigillatim, et ita de quotlibet mobilibus. Ergo non erunt ita propinqua quin adhuc 
sint propinquiora in futurum" (Vat. lat. 4082, 5. 104v, c. 1). 

65 , , E t  ubique per totum circulum erit approximatio eodem modo quod dictum 
est de coniunctione duorum mobilium in quarta conclusione huius partis" (Vat. lat. 
f. t04v, c. 1). 

s6 As in Proposition v i i i ,  .Part II. 
67 , , P o s i t o ,  ergo, qu0d omnium, aut plurium, planetarum motus sint incommen- 

surabiles, scilicet quilibet motus cuilibet, aut saltem quod nulli tres motus sint invicem 
commensurabiles quamvis essent commensurabiles bini et bini, dico ergo quod necesse 
est si ita sit illos planetas in eodem gradu aliquando c0nvenire, et aliquando in eodem 
minuto, et quandoque ill eodem secundo, et tertio, et quarto, et SiC in infinitum ap- 
proximando. Et tamen, numquam punctualiter coniungentur et adhuc hoc sequitur 
de quolibet gradu cell, minuto, secundo, tertio, quarto, et cetera" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 
104v,  c. I - - e .  2). 
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Proposition XI 

Que de coniunctionibus duorum aut 
plurium mobilium dicta sunt, pari ratione, 
intelligenda sunt  de omni alio aspectu 
seu modo se habendi2 ' 

Those things which have been said ,about 
conjunctions of two or more mobiles 
must be understood to apply, by the same 
reasoning, to every other aspect or re- 
lationship. 

Up to this point  all the demonst ra t ions  in Par t  I I  l~ave been confined exclusively 
to conjunct ions.  In  Proposit ion XI  most  of the prev ious  propositions are shown 
to apply  as well to the other astronomical  aspects. Thus  the present  proposit ion 
serves as the counterpar t  of Proposi t ion XXI ,  Par t  I; which did the same for 
earlier demonst ra t ions  involving only commensurable  motions.  6s 

In  general ORESME shows tha t  just  as no conjunct ion  ever occurs twice in 
the same point ,  so no other aspect can occur twice in exact ly the same way. 
Actually,  bu t  l i t t le space is devoted to this and  ORESME concerns himself ra ther  
with more speculative questions. He asks why it  is tha t  by  assuming incommen-  
surable motions a cer ta in  conjunct ion,  for example, can take place bu t  once and  
yet, prior to its occure~ce, it  was necessary tha t  it  should happen through an 
eternal  future.  69 We cannot  explain such things, nor why it should occur at  
some par t icular  i n s t an t  and  not  at another  unless we a t t r ibu te  it to the velocities 
of the motions and the unchangeable  incl inat ions of the mobiles. 7° 

ORESME muses over some of the consequences flowing from the s i tua t ion  just  
described. 71 If dispositions or configurations of celestial bodies cause inferior 
effec[s, it is possible tha t  a unique  disposition might  occur. Now unusua l  or not-  
able configurat ions could affect an entire species and it is, therefore, conceivable, 

6s ,, . . .  quod docet vicensima prima prime de motibus commensurabilibus, idem 
proponit de incommensurabilibus presens conclusio" (Vat. tat. 4082, f. 104v, c. 2). 

69 ,,Supposita namque incommensurabilitate motuum et eternitate pulcrum es t  
considerare qualiter talis constellatid sicut esset coniunctio punctualis eveniet semel 
solum in toto tempore infinito, et quomodo ab eterno futura erat necessario pro hoc 
instanti  nulla simili precedente aut sequente" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 104v, c. 2). Through- 
out his discussion of incorhmensurable motions, ORESME iCl:LS assumed that  time is 
eternal. B u t h e  treats it as a two-fold infinite where the occurrence of any conjunc- 
tion serves as a division point between an infinite past time and an infinite future 
time. Any conjunction presupposes an infinite past time, and an infinite time ago it 
could have been said of this particular conjunction that  it would have to occur in an • 
infinite future time. This seems to be the sense which ought to be attached to the 
phrase "ab  eterno futura erat  necessario pro hoc instanti  nulla simili precedente aut 
sequente . . .  "'. 

70~ ,,Nee est querenda ratio quare magis eveniret tune quam alias, nisi quia tales 
sunt velocitates motuu m e t  immutabiles voluntates movent ium"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 
104v, c. 2). 

~1 , ,Et  si constellationes sint cause inferiorum effectuum continue eri t  talis dis- 
positio quod numquam erit similis in hoc mundo. Cum que notabiles aspectus respiciant 
totam unam speciem, non videtur inopinabile, loquendo n aturaliter, quod una magna 
coniunctio planetarum cui numquam fuit similis producat aliquod individuum cui 
non fuerit simile in specie ... Et  forte possibiie est quod talis species incepta numquam 
desineret si mundus perpetuaretur, aut quod aliquando desineret virtute alterius 
constellationis. Et  sic de similibus correlariis que ex dictis possunt elici" (Vat. lat. 
4(~82, f. 104v, c. 2--I05r ,  c..l). 

Arob. }list.  exact Sci., Vol.  I 31 
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" s p e a k i n g  n a t u r a l l y "  (ioquendo naturaliter)/2 t h a t  a g rea t  conjunct ion  of p lane ts  
which could occur only once might  produce  a unique species unl ike any  other.  
Fu r the rmore ,  if the  world  were e terna l  this  new species might  never  cease to  exist ,  
or i t  might  cease to exis t  b y  v i r tue  of some other  configurat ion which would cause 
it to  go out  of existence.  One might  draw other  corollaries from the previous 
propos i t ions  on incommensurab le  motions.  

Propos i t ion  X l I  

De eodem mobili  quod pluribus motibus 
movetur  enunciare consimilia prius dictis:, 

[How] to apply  to one and the same 
mobile moved with several Esimulta- 
neous] motions propositions similar to 
those which have been previously enun- 
ciated. 

The twelf th ,  and  final, propos! t ion of P a r t  I I  is pe rhaps  the  most  interest ing.  
I t  is the  direct  coun te rpa r t  of Propos i t ion  X X I I ,  P a r t  I ,  where one mobile ,  the  
sun, was ass igned two s imul taneous  commensurab le  motions.  In  the  present  
propos i t ion  the  sun is ass igned two s imul taneous  bu t  i ncommensurab le  m o t i o n s - -  
d iu rna l  and  annual .  

Let  A~, where n = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  e~, be the  first  poin t  of Cancer. A n y  such poin t  
will  descr ibe a comple te  circle da i ly  as i t  is carr ied round  b y  the t ropic  of Cancer. 
The  center  of the  sun, B, t raverses  the  ecl ipt ic  in a solar  year.  As in Proposi-  
t ion XXlI, P a r t  I,  imagine  t h a t  A1 and  B are in conjunct ion  at  poin t  d f ixed  
in space. ORESME then  invokes  a number  of ear l ier  propos i t ions  in Pa r t  I I  con- 
cerned wi th  two or more mobi les .  

By  Propos i t ion  I i t  can be shown t h a t  A 1 and  B now in conjunct ion  at  d can 
never  again  conjunct  there.  7~ Hence if the  sun should enter  the  first poin t  of Cancer 
on some pa r t i cu l a r  mer id ian  i t  could never  do so again,  nor  could if  have  done 
so in the  pas t .  Fu r the rmore ,  b y  Propos i t ion  II, the  sun can never  enter  the  first  
poin t  of Cancer on any  mer id ian  which is d i s t an t  from the first  mer id ian  (at 
poin t  A1) b y  a d is tance  commensurab le  to the  whole circle. 74 

There  are also an infini te  number  of p o i n t s  on the  t ropica l  circle on which B 
entered  Cancer in the  pas t ,  and  there  will be inf ini te  others  on which B will 
en ter  Cancer  th rough  an infini te  future.  Indeed ,  there  is no arc or sector  of the  
circle so smal l  t ha t  i t  does not  conta in  some mer id ian  on which B has,  in the  
pas t ,  en tered  and  on which B a t  some future  t ime will en ter  the  first  po in t  of 
Cancer. This  appl ies  to any  poin t  Of the  Zodiac and all  th is  can be demons t r a t ed  
in the  same m a n n e r  as Propos i t ion  IV. 75 

73 By " loquendo  na tura l i te r"  ORESME presumably means in accordance with 
natural  philosophy, in contrast  to speaking according to faith or  dogma. Thus, for 
example, i t  would be permissible to speak of the motion of the sun through an infinite 
past  and future t ime when speak~,ng "na tura l i t e r" ,  but  not  permissible according 
to faith since the import  of this would be tha t  the sun was eternal and hence uncreated. 

73 ,, Dico igitur quod A et B numquam erunt  simul alias in puncto d quod probabitur  
omnino similiter sicut probata  est pr ima conclusio" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 105r, c. !). 

7~ "Nec et iam ipso existente in meridiano distant i  ab isto commensurabiliter ut  
probatur  per secundam huius"  (Vat. lat.  4082, f. 105r, c. 1). 

75 , ,Sint  quoque infinita puncta in isto circulo a, ubique dispersa, in quorum 
quolibet B existens in t ravi t  cancrum, et alia infini*a in quorum quolibet B existens 
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Once again, as in Proposit ion X X I I ,  Par t  I, ORESME turns to a consideration 
of the "P la ton ic  spiral." In  contrast  to the spiral t raced by  the sun when it 
was assumed to be moving with two commensurable motions,  the resultant  spiral 
from two incommensurable  motions has no beginning and no termination.  Eve ry  
day  th rough  an. infini te  past  i t  has swept out a new spiral which is never again 
retraced. And through an infinite future it will describe an infinite number  of 
.new spirals. ~6 

ORESME provides little addit ional information but  says it all follows from 
previous remarks in this very  proposition. I t  seems tha t  the infinite spiral results 
from the fact tha t  the sun enters the tropic of Cancer always at a different poin t 
and proceeds to spiral down toward the tropic of Capricorn (see Figure 5) which 
it enters always at a different point. I t  then spirals upward,  once again, to 
the tropic of Cancer. Thus the spiral never terminates  since the sun arrives 
and departs  from a different point  at both  of the tropical circles and could 
never touch the same point  twice on either circle. Furthermore,  since the sun 
always commences its mot ion toward  the tropic of Capricorn from a new 
point  on the circle of Cancer, it could never retrace a previously formed spiral 
within the fixed space in which ORESME imagines the spirals to be described. 

Now as the sun moves down in its annual  mot ion from Cancer to Capricorn 
it sweeps out one 'spira l  at the completion of each daily motion and will intersect 
a point  on each of these spirals as it moves upward  from Capricorn to Cancer. 
I t  c a n  be said, therefore, tha t  B, the center of the sun, has been in every one of 
these points of intersection twice through all eternity, since all previous and sub- 
sequent annua l  spiral paths  will differ and in each a unique set of points has been 
intersected. But  apar t  from these points of intersection, alt other  points m a y  be 
ranged in two classes--those through which B will never pass, and those through 
which it passes only once. ~ 

This eternal mot ion through the vast  expanse between the tropical  circles 
can be conceived to form a large criss-cross pat tern,  or net-like structure. Since 
the spirals have, in the past,  been infinite in number,  the spiral lines mus t  have 

intrabit in posterum idem signum ita quod nulla est huius circuli tam parva portiO 
in qua non sit aliquis meridianus talis quod B existente in eo ipsum B erat in primo 
puncto cancri, et in qua non sit aliquis meridianus talis quod B aliquando existens 
in eo erit in primo puncto cancri, sicut de coniunctione dictum est in quarta conclusione 
huius. Et  sicut dictum est de primo puncto cancri, ita intelHgendum est de quolibet 
puncto zodiaci" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t05r, c. 1). 

~6 " E x  quo sequitur quod omni die B describit unam novam spiram in spatio 
ymaginato immobili quam numquam alias descripsit et viam percurrit quam nnmquam 
alias peragravit. Et  sic suo vestigio, seu ymaginato, fluxu prolongare videtur lineam 
girativam tam infinitam ex infinitis spirts in preterito descriptis confectam quandoque 
des tropico ad tropicum quasdam spiras describit. Et  iterum revertendo que priores 
intersecant, et econverso" (Vat. lat. 4082, I. 105r, c. 1). 

~7 , ,Et ergo in quolibet puncto harum intersectionum bis existit B in toto eterno, 
et in quolibet alto aut semel solum, aut  numquam" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 105r, c. 1). 
The class of points through which B passes only once consists of all those points along 
the infinite spiral line exclusive of the points of intersection. Points through which B 
never passes are, presumably, points on either tropical circle which can never serve 
as the first point of Cancer or Capricorn. For exampl6, an}- point which is removed 
from d by a distance commensurable to the whQle circle will never meet B at d. 

3~* 
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formed an inf in i te ly  compressed,  or th ickened  ( inspissata)  s t ruc ture .  A n d  ye t  
i t  will cont inue to  be inf in i te ly  th ickened  in the  future.TS 

• The proper t ies  of the  spirals  are br ief ly  discussed in connect ion with  eccentr ic  
and  epicyclic mot ion.  When  B, t he  sun, moves  abou t  a center  o ther  t han  the  ear th ,  
or center  of the  world,  i t  will cons t an t ly  approach  and  recede f rom the  center  
of the  world,  which is eccentric'. Consequently,  the  spira ls  will app roach  and recede. 
The sun, in i ts  annua l  motion,  w i l l  pass  th rough  every  mer id ian  bu t  on any  given 
mer id ian  i ts  d is tance  from the  ea r th  is unique for when it  crosses t ha t  mer id ian  
a t  any  Other t ime  it  will a lways  be more  or less d i s t an t  from the  centrum mundi .  ~ 

Anothe r  consequence following from these two incommensurab le  solar  mot ions  
is t h a t  the  exac t  length  of the  solar  yea r  is impossible  to  determine ,  since the  
t ime of each d iu rna l  ro t a t ion  is incommensurab le  to the  t ime  the  sun takes  to  
comple te  a revo lu t ion  a round  the ecliptic.  This  means  t ha t  the  so l a r  yea r  consists 
of some in tegra l  number  of days  plus a pa r t  of a d a y  incommensurab le  to  a 
whole day .  No pe rpe tua l  a lmanac  or t rue  calender  could be es tab l i shed  from these 
c i rcumstances ,  s° I t  is obvious t ha t  ORESME is concerned here only wi th  the  
mathematical impossibi l i ty  of ar r iv ing a t  a t rue  a lmanac  or calendar .  He was 
ce r ta in ly  aware  t h a t  a t rue  ca lendar  would  be p rac t i ca l ly  una t t a i nab l e  even if 
the  f rac t ional  pa r t  of the  d a y  should be. commensurab le  to a whole day .  In-  
he ren t ly  defect ive h u m a n  sense organs would in t roduce  errors which p reven t  the  
cons t ruc t ion  of an exac t  calendar .  

78 "Secundum hanc igitur ymaginationem, to tum celi spat ium inter  duos tropic0s 
exaratur  ab ipso B deliquendo ex istis girationibus figuram velut  opus texture, aut  
rethis, per  to tum illud spat ium expanse. E t  huiusmodi t ex tu ra  iam tempore preteri to 
perpetuo fuit in infinitum inspissata, et, tamen,  adhuc continue inspissatur eo quod 
fit  cotidie nova spira" (Vat. last: 4082, f. t05r,  c. t - - c .  2). 

~9 '"I tem si moveatur . secundum circulum eccentricum vel epiciclu-m. R a t i o n e  
huius describit spiras suas approprinquando ad centrum mundi, et  aliquando recedendo. 
Propter  quod in quocumque meridiano B existat  numquam alias erat  precise tan tum 
distans a centro mundi, ipso Ei.e. B] existente in eodem meridiano, sed semper plus 
aut  minus" (Vat. lat. 4082, f. 105r, c. 2). 

ORESME'S precise meaning in this passage is unclear. But if the spiral lines are.  
• t raced out  on the celestial sphere--as  is l ike ly - - then  i t  would seem ORESME has erred 
in asserting tha t  for any point  lying on an arc of a meridian cut-off between the two 
tropical circles B will be a unique distance a w a y  from the eccentric centrum rnundi. 
In EUCLID'S Elements, n I ,  7 demonstrates tha t  for any eccentric point  (representing, 
in ORESME'S proposition, the eccentric centrum mundi) lying on the diameter  of a circle 
two equal straight  l ines- -and no more - -can  fall on the circumference of the circle. 
Hence the rectilinear distance from the centrum mundi to any point  on an arc o f  a 
given meridian' which lies between the equator (functioning as diameter  of the meridian 
circle) and one of the tropical circles, is equal to the rectilinear distance of a correspond- 
ing point lying between the equator and the other tropic. The two points are the same 
arcal distance away, though in opposite directions, from the equator. Thus the spiral 
moving through an infinite t ime could possibly pass through two such corresponding 
points both equidistant  from the centrum mundi--contrary,  toOREs~-iE's statement.  

so "Adhuc, autem, e x  predicta incommensurabil i tate contingeret quod annus 
solaris medius contineret aliquos dies et port ionem diei incommensurabilem suo toti. 
Que posito, impossibile est precisam anni quant i ta tem deprehendere, aut  perpetuum 
almanac condere; seu verum kalendarium invenire"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t05r, c. 2). The 
word "humerus"  appears after "quan t i t a tem"  in the manuscripts but  has been 
omitted here because i t  does not  appear  to fit t h e  sentence grammatically.  
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I n  concluding P a r t  I I ,  ORESME observes t h a t  incommensurab le  mot ions  can- 
not  be re la ted  or equa t ed  to numbers  and  hence from such mot ions  i t  would  be 
impossible  to produce  tab les  for conjunct ions ,  opposi t ions,  or any  o ther  aspects,  sl 

The  topics  of c o m m e n s u r a b i l i t y  and  incommensurab i l i ty ,  as ment ioned  at  
the  outse t ,  seem to have  u t t e r l y  fasc ina ted  ORESME. I t  might  be said, wi th  jus t i -  
f ication,  t h a t  he was especia l ly  en thra l led  wi th  incommensurab le  re la t ionships  
from which as we have  seen, he could  elicit  all manner  of paradoxes .  ORESME'S 
en thus ia sm for th is  sub jec t  was, however,  shared  b y  few others  e i ther  before 
or a f te r  his t ime.  Though  he def in i te ly  inf luenced others  (see Foo tno te  2) i t  was 
th rough  his discussion of i ncommensu rab i l i t y  as appl ied  to ma thema t i ca l  pro-  
po r t i ona l i t y  and local mot ion,  s2 r a the r  t han  to circular  mot ion  general ly,  and  
celest ial  mot ion  par t i cu la r ly .  Indeed,  thoug  h some m a y  have ment ioned  the 
poss ib i l i ty  of the  i n c o m m e n s u r a b i l i t y  of t i le  celest ial  motions,  8~ ORESME is, at  

81 "Unde universali ter  cer tum est quod nulli motus incommensurabiles possunt 
per  numeros adequari,  nec est possibile coniunctiones, oppositiones, et aspectus huit~s- 
modi  motuum tabulare"  (Vat. lat. 4082, f. t05v, e. 1). 

82 These topics constitute chapters one through four of his De proportionibus 
proportionum.'  

8, For  example, AVERROES mentions, in the course of a discussion as to whether 
the nature of e terni ty  and cont inui ty  is cyclical or rectilinear, tha t  it  would be almost 
impossible to determine whether the motions of the sun and moon are commensurable 
or not. SAMUEL KORLAND (ed. and tr.), Averroes on Aristotle's, De Generatione et 
Corruptione, Middle Commentary and Epitome (Cambridge, Mass., 1958.), p. 138. 

More positively, there is an anonymous fourteenth century treatise in which the 
magnus  a n n u s  is opposed on grounds of impossibil i ty since the month and year  are 
incommensurable. See LYNN THORNDIKE, A History of Magic and Exper imental  
Science (New York, 1934), vol. I I I ,  p 582. 

Of greater significance are a few cases where OR~SME exerted a direct influence. 
H E N R Y  OF H E S S E  ( H E I N R I C H  VON LANGENSTEIN),  ORESME'S contemporary at  the 
Universi ty of Paris, in his Tractatus  de reductione effectuum specialium mentions 
tha t  ORESME has shown the impossibil i ty of determining whether the motions and 
speeds of all the planets are mutual ly  commensurable or not. See PIERRE DUHEM, 
Le SystSme du monde (Vol. VIII ,  Paris, 1958), p. 483. In  arguing against astrological 
prediction, HENRY seems once again, this t ime without citation, to r e ly  on ORESME, 
when, in his Tractatus  contra astrologos coniunctionistas d e e v e n t i b u s  futurorum, 
he argues tha t  the foundations of astrology cannot be based on identically recurrent 
astronomical experiences since astronomical events are not of this type  "propter  
motuum superiorum var ie ta tem et incommensurabit i tatem." For  the p~tssage see 
HUB~ERT PRUCKNER, Studien zu den astrologischen Schriften des Heinrich yon Langen- 
stein (Berlin/Leipzig, 1933) p. t59. 

JEAN GERSON, in his Trilogium Astrologiae theologizatae Specifically cites ORESME 
in support  of the contention tha t  i t  is wholly uncertain whether celestial motions are 
commensurable or not (DUHEM, 0p. cir., voL VIII ,  p. 454). 

NICHOLAS OF CUSA, when considering the problem'of  calendar reform in his Re- 
parat io calendarii, which he presented to the Council of Basle in 1436, argued against , 
the possibili ty of an exact  astronomical science and precise calendar reform on grounds 
tha t  the celestial motions are incommensurable and hence impossible t o  denominate 
exactly. DUHEM insisted tha t  CUSA was direct ly influenced by  an earlier anonymous 
treatise in:'which CusA's arguments may  be found. This "anonymous" work is none 
other than ORESME'S De commensurabil i tate vel inc0mmensurabili tate motuum celi. 
I t  seems tha t  CusA drew upon ORESME'S arguments to buttress his strong scepticism 
concerning human abi l i ty  to acquire exact  knowledge. For  a summary of CusA's 
arguments see D UHEM, op. cit,, VO1. X (Paris, t 959) pp. 310--313; DUHEM'S discussion 
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present, the only one known to this writer who ever t reated it mathemat ica l ly  
and devoted at l~ast one complete treatise to the subject. 

• If  ORESME was the first to deem this topic wor thy  of precise t reatment ,  why  
we may  ask, did his contemporaries and those who came after fail to pursue it, 
or even comment  upon his treatise ? Does ORESME in effect supply a partial  answer 
when, as already mentioned, he says tha t  astronomers are content  with a degree 
of accuracy within the limits of observational instruments ? In  such an event 
they would hardly show interest in discussions of precise punctual  relations and 
a ]ortiori even less concerned with the effect of assumed incommensurable motions 
on such relations. In  brief, it was irrelevant for astronomers. 

Despite this other scholastics might  have taken it up as an academic discus- 
s~on or as ah argument  concerning possible celestial relations, or simply as a 
mathemat ical  exercise. That  this seems not to have happened ma y  be at t r ibut-  
able, for lack of a bet ter  reason, to the intrinsic difficulty of the subject. Few 
scholars in the middle ages would have been equipped to discuss it, or imaginative 
enough  to have seen possible applications of it in a var ie ty  of contex ts .  Mathe- 
matical incommensurabil i ty was never destined to be a popular  academic subject, 
and its application to circular and planetary  motion even less appealing. 

I should like to express my gratitude to the National Science Foundation for its 
reSearch support during the summers of 1959 and 1960. Without that  support the 
text on which this article is based could not have been transcribed and edited. 

of the "anonymous" treatise is found in vol. VIII ,  pp. 454--462, where he conjectures 
that perhaps PIERRE D'AILL¥ was its author (p. 4-55). That it is by ORESME is im- 
mediately obvious from the opening lines quoted by DUHEM, 
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